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The#shade*grown#coffee# farms#of#Veracruz,#Mexico#have#been#studied# for# their#environmental#




drawing# upon# 40# interviews# with# shade*grown# coffee# farmers# from# 2013*2014,# who# had#
different# levels# of# participation# in# the# program.# The# objective# of# this# study# is# to# elicit# a#wide#
array#of#human#wellbeing#dimensions#associated#with#ES.#The#mixed*methods# research#design#
draws# upon# social# science# fields# (human# geography,# development# economics,# and# sociology)#
with# a# survey# and# semi*structured# interview,# supported# by# exploratory# methods# like#
participatory# mapping,# ranking,# and# inventories.# The# sample# is# intentionally# small# to# achieve#
breadth# of# these# methodologies.# The# study# highlights# the# intellectual# challenge# of# fitting# a#
practical#issue#to#a#theoretical#framework,#and#of#synthesizing#mixed*methods#data.#However,#it#
contributes# to# emerging# research# trends# to# step# beyond# disciplinary# and# methodological#
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CAFECOL! Agroecological!Centre!for!Coffee!! Centro!Agroecológico!del!Café,!A.C.!
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Beneficios## # Benefits##
Bienestar## # Wellbeing# #
Bosque#perturbado## Disturbed#forest# #
Convivencia## # Co6existence/living#together#(noun)# #
Convivir## # To#live#together#(verb)# #
Creatividad# # Creativity#
Faja#de#Oro## # Golden#Belt# #
Localidad# # Community#(municipality#level)# # #
# # # #
# # #
# # #
# # # #
# # # # #
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has" involved" careful" reflection" of" the" methodological" strengths" and" limitations." This" is" not" a"
research"proposal;"it"is"a"report"on"research"already"conducted."However,"I"still"reflect"critically"
on" the" research" motivation," methods" used," contribution" to" the" literature," and" the" ethics" of"
research" standards." Thematically," this" thesis" is" a" freeDstanding" project;" conceptually" and"
methodologically"it"informs"subsequent"doctoral"research.""
"
In" 2012" I" had" the" opportunity" to"meet" Don"Artemio," a" shadeDgrown" coffee" farmer" in" Central"
Veracruz"who"has"been"the"inspiration"for"this"project."That"year"he"won"the"International"Cup"
of"Excellence"Award"for"his"highDquality"coffee,"which"broke"the"record"for"receiving"the"highest"
ever" priced" per" kilo" coffee" in" the" history" of" Mexico." We" met" in" his" coffee" shop," fruit" of" his"
business"success"and"the"first"of"his"small"town."After"chatting"a"while"we"took"a"stroll"through"
his"farm."That"is"where"I"truly"met"Don"Artemio"in"his"natural"environment."He"showed"me"some"












Coffee" is" thought" to" bring" happiness" to" consumers." Yet" it" is" a" dark" commodity" entrenched" in"
international" markets," rife" with" social" inequalities," and" linked" to" environmental" issues" of"
intensification"of"land"use"and"environmental"degradation."The"recent"push"for"specialty"labels"
through" ecoDcertifications" like" organic" and" Bird" Friendly," and" socially" responsible" coffee" like"
Fairtrade," has" heightened" consumer" awareness" to" the" complex" issues" surrounding" coffee"
production."These"initiatives"shed"a"light"of"hope"on"coffee’s"dark"side,"offering"market"solutions"





fine"wine," coffee" has" distinctive" regional" qualities" that" depend" on" the" soil,"microclimate," and"
valueDadded" processes." Some" highDend" coffee" roasters" are" forgoing" certifications" in" favour" of"
directDtrade" and" single" origin" roasts" to" offer" distinct" flavour" selections" to" their" customers."
Among" the" countries" of" origin" most" famously" recognised" are" Colombia," Ethiopia," Kenya,"
Rwanda,"and"Costa"Rica."Mexico"has"great"potential"to"be"a"leader"in"the"specialty"industry:"it"is"
among" the" top" ten" coffee" producing" countries1"and" 98%" of" production" is" the" higher" quality"
variety"Arabica.2""
"








many" coffeeDproducing" countries," the"majority"of" the" farms" in"Mexico"are" shadeDcover,"which"
means" they" have" the" potential" to" support" important" environmental" services." Veracruz" is" the"
second"largest"coffee"producing"state"of"Mexico"with"the"only"officially"recognized"appellation"of"
origin"for"coffee,"precisely"because"its"climatic"and"geographic"features"are"ideal"for"high"quality"
coffee.3"The"higher" altitude"and" shade" cover" allow" for" a" slower"maturation"of" coffee" cherries,"
which"improves"the"flavour"and"complexity"of"the"cup"profile—and"overall"quality"of"the"coffee."
These" factors" combined" situate" Veracruz" in" a" unique" study" to" understand" how" high" quality"




The"goal"of" this" study" is" to" test"mixedDmethods" to" study" the"wellbeing"of" shadeDgrown"coffee"










The" relevancy"of" this"work" is" twofold." First," it" addresses"an"academic" gap" to"bridge"economic"
and" ecological" disciplines" on" the" topic" of" human" wellbeing" within" an" ecosystem" services"
framework."By"working"across"fields,"the"study"strives"to"enhance"existing"social"science"work"by"
adding"an"ecological"perspective"and"contribute"to"the"natural"sciences"by"demonstrating"ways"








in" which" the" cultural," and" socialDeconomic" factors" influence" land" management" decisions."
Second,"this"work"strives"to"be"practically"relevant"to"the"local"partners."The"Fulbright"grant"was"
arranged"through"a"transDdisciplinary"partnership"with"an"academic" institution,"the" Institute"of"
Ecology" (INECOL)5"and" an" NGO" practitioner," the" Agroecological" Centre" for" Coffee" (CAFECOL).6"






Then" I" discuss" the" umbrella" categories" of" human" wellbeing" and" ecosystem" services," first" by"
investigating" each" separately," then" their" possible" conceptual" and" methodological" linkages" in"
relation" to" this" study." In"Section" II," I"draw"upon"evidence" from"the"case"study"and"discuss" the"
ecosystem"services"associated"with"shadeDgrown"coffee"farms,"with"particular"focus"on"Cultural"
Ecosystem" Services," and" their" possible" linkages" to" human"wellbeing." To" conclude," I" bring" this"



















commodity"within"a" local"production" context"where" there" is" a"mismatch"between" the"market"
price"and"the"total"value"of"production."The"global"“buyers”"and"local"“sellers”"are"connected"in"
ways" that" go" beyond" the" alchemical" transformation" from" bean" to" cup;" deeper" roots" of"
dependency" include" economic" survival" and" nonmaterial" fulfilment." Farmers" face" added"

















Since" the" start" of" the" 21st" century" the" coffee" industry" of"Mexico" has" been" in" a" crisis" due" to"
political" influences" and" international" market" globalization." The" year" 1989" marked" the"
breakdown"of" the" International"Coffee"Organization" (ICO)"and"subsequent" trade" liberalisation,"
coupled"by"disappearance"of" the"National"Mexican" Institute"of"Coffee" (INMECAFE),"which"had"
regulated"national" coffee"prices" and" supported" farms’" production"with" extension" support" and"
6"
subsidies"(Bacon"et"al.,"2008)."In"subsequent"years,"volatile"prices"and"supply"chain"imbalances"
put" many" smallholder" families" in" desperate" situations" of" poverty." Their" heightened" social"
vulnerability"has"been"coupled"by"environmental"degradation,"residual"of"INMECAFE’s"emphasis"
on" the" use" of" agroDchemicals," technologies" of" the" Green" Revolution," and" reduction" of" native"




The" new" research—and" increasingly" political—agendas" in" Mexico" seek" ways" to" address" this"












promoting$environmental$conservation."Central"Veracruz" is"considered" the"“Golden"Belt”" (Faja$
de$ Oro)" of" coffee" production" where" 49%" of" the" land" surface" area" or" 42,000" hectares" are"
dedicated" to"coffee,"97%"of"which" is" shadeDgrown" (Figure"3)."Central"Veracruz" is" the"southern"
part"of"an"officially"recognized"neotropical"ecoregion"(size"26,700"square"miles)"that"spans"from"
the" Sierra"Madres" Oriental" west" to" the" Gulf" of"Mexico" and" is" characterized" by" cloud" forests"
(WWF," 2015)." Cloud" forests7"are" transitional" forest" communities" that" are" among" the" most"
globally" threatened" yet" biologically" rich" ecosystems" (Rzedowski" and" Jerzy," 1996)." In" Mexico,"
cloud"forests"account"for"10%"of"species,"52%"of"genera,"and"82%"of"plant"families"even"though"
they"only"occupy"1%"of"the"total"surface"area"(Rzedowski"and"Jerzy,"1996)." In"addition"to"their"




species" richness," they" are" known" for" their" key" role" in" provisioning" of" ES;" cloud" forests" are"
located"within"watersheds"and"thus"help"water"regulation"(ProNatura,"2015)."Yet"these"forests"
are"extremely"threatened"by"human"activity."One"study"illustrated"that"in"a"period"of"less"than"
two" decades" (1984D2000)," and" estimated" 40%" of" cloud" forests" were" lost" (Vera" et" al.," 2002)."
Reasons" for" this" sudden"elimination" include" logging" (BarreraDBassols" et" al.," 1993)," clearing" for"
cattle" grazing" (Toledo" et" al.," 1989)," road" construction," housing," industrial" development" and"
agriculture"expansion" (Manson"et"al.,"2008)."Today,"only"20%"of" the"natural"vegetation"of" this"
ecoregion"remains"intact"(WWF,"2015).""
"
While" there" have" been" concerning" trends" of" deforestation" and" fragmentation" of" these" cloud"
forests," shadeDcoffee" farms"may"be" the" closest" alternative." There" are" geographic" and" climatic"
overlaps"between"the"cloud"forest"region"and"shadeDgrown"coffee"in"Central"Veracruz"(Figure"4)."
Cloud" forests" fall" within" an" altitude" belt" of" 800" to" 2,000"meters" above" sea" level" (ProNatura,"
2015),"which"closely"aligns"with"that"necessary"for"high"quality"coffee"production:"600"to"1,400"
meters" above" sea" level" (Manson" et" al.," 2008)." Additionally," cloud" forests" have" an" annual"
precipitation"of"1100"to"1600"mm"(WWF,"2015),"which"fosters"a"tropical"environment"in"which"
the" coffee" plant" thrives." In" fact," these" two" types" of" land" covers" are" so" similar" that" their"
difference" can" be" difficult" to" detect" through" remote" sensing" (Manson" et" al.," 2008)." One"
hypothesis" is" that"the"reduction"of"cloud"forest"may"have"resulted"from"an" increase" in"surface"
area" of" shadeDcoffee," which" might" explain" why" so" much" of" the" loss" in" cloud" forest" is"
characterised" as" ‘disturbed" forest’" (bosque$ perturbado)" rather" than" alternative" uses" like"
pastureland," housing," or"monoculture" crops," predominantly" sugar" cane" (Manson" et" al.," 2008;"
AvalosDSartorio,"2002).""
"
2)$Coffee$ is$a$crucial$ source$of$ livelihood$ for$many$smallholder$ families$ in$Veracruz$who$are$ in$
vulnerable$ social$ and$ economic$ positions.$ Veracruz" has" a" population" of" roughly" 7.64" million"
people"and" is" the" third" largest" state"of"Mexico"based"on"population" (INEGI,"2010)."Agriculture"
and"livestock"are"two"of"the"top"formal"economic"sectors"of"Veracruz,"employing"an"estimated"
841,415"men"and"women"(28%"of"the"regional"population)"in"2014"(STPS,"2015)"(Figures"5"a&b)."
Veracruz" as" a" region" has" higher" levels" of" social" vulnerability" than"Mexico" as" a" whole" (INEGI,"
2004)" (Figure" 6)." According" to" employment" by" level" of" income," 10%" of" the" state" population"
report"not"receiving"any"salary"and"17%"earn"less"than"the"minimum"salary"(Figure"7)."This"study"
8"
focuses" on" three" microDregions" where" there" are" high" levels" of" social" vulnerability" and"







The"ecosystem"services" (ES)" framework" is" at" its" core"a" conceptual" tool" for"decisionDmaking" to"
understand"complex"tradeDoffs"in"the"humanDenvironment"relationship."Initially"grounded"in"the"
disciplines" of" ecology" and" economics" (Daily," 1997)," it" proposes"ways" to" explicitly" link" benefits"
that"humans"derive"from"nature"that" lead"to" improvement" in"their"own"wellbeing"(MA,"2005)."
These" benefits," called" ecosystem" services," have" been" broadly" categorized" as" provisioning$
services"(e.g.,"food,"fresh"water),"regulating$services"(e.g.,"carbon"sequestration,"maintenance"of"
soil" fertility)," supporting$ services" (e.g.," species" habitat," genetic" diversity)," and" cultural$ services"
(e.g.," spirituality," sense" of" place)" (MA," 2005)." Broadly" speaking," CES" describe" the" intangible"
“capabilities"and"experiences”" (Chan"et"al.,"2012b:"9)" that"ecosystem"support;"or"according" to"
the"Millennium"Ecosystem"Assessment" (MA),"CES"are""the"nonmaterial"benefits"people"obtain"
from" ecosystems" through" spiritual" enrichment," cognitive" development," reflection," recreation,"
and" aesthetic" experience," including," e.g." knowledge" systems," social" relations," and" aesthetic"





“Human" wellDbeing" is" assumed" to" have" multiple" constituents," including" the" basic$










The" ES" framework" helps" turn" the" conversation" about" the" current" environmental" issues" (e.g.,"
climate"change,"biodiversity"loss)"into"a"human"issue"(e.g.,"food"insecurity,"poverty)."It"addresses"
a" twoDdirectional" interplay" between" human" wellbeing" and" the" environment," which" is" nested"
within"a" complex"web"of"political," socioeconomic,"and"demographic" factors" (MA,"2005:"Figure"
A)."These"factors"instigate"changes"to"ecosystem"functioning"that"have"unknown"and"potentially"
irreversible" consequences" including" to" the" state" of" human" wellbeing" and" the" natural"
environment." To" aid" in" decisionDmaking" and" program" evaluations," the" ES" approach" offers" a"
framework"through"which"to"understand"these"complex"processes.""
Decision(making:" The" ES" framework" can" inform" a" range" of" environmental" decisionDmaking"
contexts:" e.g.," agricultural" intensification," biodiversity" conservation," and" natural" habitat,"
restoration"to"understand"how"human"activities"impact"those"ecosystems."Since"these"decisions"
involve" complex" assessments" with" incomplete" information" and" distributional" uncertainty,"
science"can"help"inform"assessment"of"the"longDterm"and"societal"consequences"(Costanza"et"al.,"
1997)." The" decisionDmaking" process" involves" identifying" alternatives" and" measuring" them"
(typically"through"valuation)"to"understand"their"impact"to"human"wellbeing"(Daily"et"al.,"2000)."
Of" great" concern" is" the" onDgoing" loss" of" natural" habitat" despite" their" huge" (though" disputed)"
economic" value" (Balmford" et" al.," 2002)." Better" understanding" this" value" can" inform" political"
decisions" or" guide" incentives" like" payment" schemes" to" promote" environmental" conservation"
(Costanza" et" al.," 1997)."However," a" serious" issue"with" trying" to" apply" a" neoclassical" economic"
framework" to"decisionDmaking" is" that"choices"are"not"always" rational" (Tversky"and"Kahneman,"
1981)"and"measurement"is"ethicallyDcharged"(Satz"et"al.,"2013)."Such"a"wide"range"of"factors"are"
involved" that"even"complex"modelling"are"simplifications"of"complex" realities" (Boumans"et"al.,"








ES" context"mean" a" loss" or" sacrifice" of" one" service" in" favour" of" another." These" tradeDoffs" are"
particularly" true" of" managed" systems" like" farms." The" discussion" about" tradeDoffs" largely"
surrounds" provisioning," regulating" and" supporting" services" (TEEB," 2015). 8 "For" example,"
intensifying"the"agricultural"productivity"of"the"land"may"bring"in"more"food"(provisioning)"at"the"
cost" of" erosion" regulation" (regulating)." There" are" also" spatial" tradeDoffs" (e.g.," agricultural"
intensification"vs." forest" conservation)"and" temporal" tradeDoffs" (e.g.,"economic"gains" today"vs."
sacrifices" tomorrow)" (Howe" et" al.," 2014)." Synergies" occur" when" ecosystem" services" work" in"
parallel;" for" example," increasing" the" shade" cover" could" enhance" both" climate" regulation"
(regulating"service)"and"food"security"by"providing"fruit"from"trees"(provisioning"service)"(Natural"
Capital"Project,"2015)."
A" promising" area"of" research" studies" these" synergies" and" tradeDoffs."One"example" is" the" land"
sparing" versus" land" sharing" debate" (Phalan" et" al.," 2011)." Some" advocate" the" land" sparing"
concept"of"preservation"of"natural"habitats" in" their"pristine"nature" state"and" intensification"of"
the" existing" agricultural" land." Those" more" in" favour" of" land" sharing" push" for" increasing"
biodiversity"on"plot"of"agriculture"by"integrating"natural"and"humanDproduced"habitats"together."
The"coffee"farms"of"Costa"Rica,"for"example,"have"demonstrated"the"success"of"the"land"sparing"
concept" in" which" patches" of" forest" when" combined"with" intensive" coffee" agriculture" support"
higher" levels" of" biodiversity" than" the" coffee" farm" alone" (Karp" et" al.," 2013;"Mendenhall" et" al.,"
2011).9"In" contrast," the" shadeDgrown"coffee" systems" in"other"parts"of" the"world"exemplify" the"
land" sharing" concept" by" integrating" the" productive" coffee" system" with" a" diverse" canopy" of"
shadeDcover"to"promote"biodiversity"(Bacon"et"al.,"2008;"Jha"et"al.,"2011;"Kremen"et"al.,"2012)."
Land" sharing," however,"works" best"when"dealing"with" an" abundance"of" underproductive" land"
and" metaDanalyses" have" found" intensification" to" be" generally" preferable" to" ‘extensification’"
(land"sharing)"in"terms"of"environmental"impacts"relative"to"production"(Phalan"et"al.,"2011)."The"









Multiplicity1 of1 Stakeholders:" One" of" the" greatest" challenges"when" assessing" tradeDoffs" is" the"
multiplicity" of" stakeholders." The" decisionDmaking" context" requires" incorporation" of" multiple"
stakeholder" perspectives," including" scientific" and" traditional" knowledge" (Berkes" et" al.," 2000)."
These"agendas"are"so"varied"that"issues"often"become"stagnated"in"discourse"and"a"key"issue"is"
how" to"better" inform"decisionDmaking" accounting" for" the"multiplicity" of" perspectives."Nor" are"
local"people"are"not"a"homogenous"group."Coffee"farmers"differ"on"a"number"of"factors"such"as"
scale"of"production,"dependency"and"attachment"to"nature,"natural"resource"management,"and"
personal" preferences." How" they" choose" to" manage" their" land" involves" a" complex" series" of"
individual"decisions"embedded"within"a"web"of"socioDcultural"and"political"influences.""
"
Research" applications" like" the" Natural" Capital" Project" use" hypothetical" scenarios" to" model"
different"outcomes"in"terms"of"social"and"environmental"consequences."These"models"can"help"
inform" decision" makers" from" politicians" to" the" local" stakeholders." While" such" initiatives" are"
promising,"they"have"been"criticised"as"topDdown"and"overly"simplistic"of"complex"realities."An"
issue"remains"that"there"is"not"a"standard"definition"of"ES"or"way"to"measure"them"in"ways"that"








doing" so" is" not" aligned" with" standard" ecological" thinking" (Norgaard," 2010)." This" can" be"
problematic"when"policyDmaking"is"based"on"simplistic"models"of"complex"ecological"processes."
The"mainstream" economic" solution" to" internalize" the" environmental" externalities" and" fix" the"
“invisibility”"of"nature" is" through"marketDbased"mechanisms"(MBMs)" like"certification"schemes"
and"Payments"for"Ecosystem"Services"(PES)."However,"Muradian"et"al."(2010)"argue"that"market"
                                                
10"Of"the"five"overarching"questions"raised"in"the"MA,"this"study"specifically"hopes"the"address:""
1) “What"are"the"current"condition"and"trends"of"ecosystems,"ecosystem"services,"and"human"wellDbeing?"
2) What" tools" and" methodologies" developed" and" used" in" the" MA" can" strengthen" capacity" to" assess"




solutions" are" based" on" false" assumptions" including" voluntary" transactions," clearly" defined"




When" the" “commodification”" of" ecosystem" services" enters" technocratic" policy" making," this"
raises" issues" of" social" justices" and" distributional" equity" (Corbera" et" al.," 2007)." Until" recently,"
these"distributional" issues"were"underplayed." The"question"of"who"pays" for" ES"was"neglected"
from" the" MA" (Norgaard," 2010)." Potential" mismatch" between" where" much" of" the" ecosystem"
research" is" conducted" (the" Global" North)," and" areas" identified" as" the" priority" zones" for" ES"
provision" (the" Global" South)," raises" questions" about" the" ethics" and" effectiveness" of" policy"
interventions"(Norgaard,"2010)."Lastly,"there"is"criticism"about"how"the"MA"defines"wellbeing"in"
relation" to" ES." The" MA" asserts" that" wellbeing" is" about" freedom" of" choice" and" action." Some"
would"challenge"the"liberal"assumption"that"choice"is"necessarily"good,"at"least"in"an"unqualified"
sense," especially" among" nonDWestern" cultures" (Markus" and" Schwartz," 2010)." Particularly"
relevant" to" the" developing" country" context," having" a" sense" of" purpose" may" be" much" more"




A" highly" contested" realm" of" ES" research" is" that" concerning" cultural" services" (CES)." Unlike" the"







empirical" evidence" about" shadeDgrown" coffee" farms:" they" provide" value" not" captured" in"
traditional" markets;" they" present" tradeDoffs" and" synergies" for" conservation" and" poverty"
alleviation;"and"there"are"uncertain"and"nonlinear"feedback"mechanisms"between"humans"and"







have" estimated" the" economic" value" of" alternative" management" regimes;" those" that" have,"
examine" systems" where" there" is" a" clearer" distinction" between" land" for" environmental"
conservation" (i.e." intact" wetland)" and" agriculture" (i.e." intensive" farming)" (MA," 2005)."





full" range" of" services" (regulating," supporting," provisioning," and" cultural)" in" a" geographically"
contained" space." Past" research" has" demonstrated" that" coffee" farms" provide" important"
provisioning" services" like" medicinal" plants11"(AvalosDSartorio," 2002)," alternative" commodities,"
and"wood"products" (Jha"et" al.," 2011);" regulating" services" like"erosion" regulation" (Geissert" and"
Ibáñez,"2008),"air"quality" regulation"(Dávalos"Sotelo"et"al.,"2008),"pollination" (Jha"et"al.,"2011),"
pest" regulation" and" nitrogen" fixing" (AvalosDSartorio," 2002);" and" cultural" services" like" scenic"
beauty," recreation," and" relaxation" (AvalosDSartorio," 2002)." Yet" no" study" has" tried" to" link" the"
provisioning,"regulating,"and"cultural"services"together."Moreover,"there"is"existing"groundwork"
in" other" fields" like" anthropology" (Contreras" and" HernandezDMartinez," 2008)" can" deepen" our"
understanding"of"the"underlying"socioDcultural"factors."Supporting"secondary"information"on"the"
land" value" and"market" transactions" can" provide" rough" estimates" of" the" economic" value." The"
great"lacuna"is"how"to"synthesize"this"information"to"capture"the"full"value."1
"
As" it" currently" stands,"markets" do" not" fully" capture" the" costs" and" benefits" that" shadeDgrown"
coffee"farms"provide"to"human"society."Provisioning"services"(e.g."food"or"timber)"can"be"priced"
and" sold" through" the" conventional"market." The"other" ecosystem" services" have" value" too," but"
this"value"is"typically"not"priced"(internalized)"in"traditional"market"schemes,"which"leads"to"an"




issue" of" the" ‘invisibility" of" nature’s" services’" (Daily," 1997)." Economic" valuation" can" roughly"




managing" their" farms" (Manson" et" al.," 2008)." Consequently," from" an" ES" perspective," coffee"
agroforestry" systems" may" provide" more" total" value" to" society" but" generate" less" income" to"
farmers"compared"to"more"intensive"forms"of"agriculture."Two"alternative"market"schemes"have"
the" potential" to" compensate" shadeDgrown" coffee" farmers" for" the" ecosystem" value" of" their"
product:" Payment" for" Ecosystem" Services" (PES)" and" environmental" standards" like" ecoD
certifications.""
"
The" PES" program" in" Mexico" has" existed" since" 2003" and" prioritizes" five" categories" including"
agroforestry"systems,"biodiversity,"and"carbon"sequestration"(SEMARNAT,"2015)."It"would"seem"
that" coffee" agroforestry" systems" would" satisfy" this" criteria;" however," there" is" political"
disagreement" whether" shadeDgrown" coffee" classifies" as" an" agroforestry" system, 12 "and" an"
evaluation" of" PES" showed" that" the" program" has" not" had" significant" impact" on" improving"
agriculturalDbased" livelihoods" (AlixDGarcia" et" al.," 2014)." The" other" market" scheme" is"
environmental" labelling" like" ecoDcertifications,"which" in" theory"would" compensate" farmers" for"
the" loss" in" productivity" from" having" organic" or" sustainably" managed" farms." Yet," for" reasons"
including" membership" costs," language" and" literacy" barriers," farmers" do" not" always" receive"
higher"net"revenue"from"these"schemes"(Jaffee,"2014).""
"
Private1 Interest1 of1 Stakeholders:( Second," an" important" characteristic"of" this" study" site" is" that"
the"local"stakeholders—coffee"farmers"and"their"families—have"private"interests"in"maintaining"
these"services"for"their"own"wellbeing."Relatively"less"research"has"applied"the"ES"framework"to"
placeDbased" contexts" in"which" the" environmental" decisionDmakers" live"within" the" same" study"
area."This"is"critical"for"understanding"CES"and"ultimately"linking"ES"research"to"human"wellbeing"
(Pleasant"et"al.,"2014)."The"coffee"farms"in"this"study"are"for"the"most"part"privately"owned"and"







ecosystems"that"supply"both"private"and"public"services."Some"of" these"services"are" limited" in"
supply" (e.g.," fresh" fruit" or" water)" and" are" considered" private" or"market$ goods;" others" which"
benefit" people" outside" of" the" spatially" defined" area" (e.g.," climate" regulation)" are" considered"
public$goods"(Fisher"et"al.,"2009).13"Since"many"coffee"farms"are"located"in"the"upper"and"middle"
part"of"watersheds," they"have"the"ability" to" improve"or"degrade"watershed" functions"(GómezD
Delgado"et"al.,"2011).14"Despite" the" ‘transDboundary’"nature"of"ecosystem"services" (Pleasant"et"
al.," 2014:" 146),15"which" opens" the" possibility" of" the" Tragedy" of" the" Commons" (Ostrom," 1990),"
there"are"advantages"of"working"within"a"placeDbased"context."Since"the"local"stakeholders"live"
within" the" management" decision" context" (i.e." the" coffee" farm)," it" is" conceptually" feasible" to"






between" farming" and" nonDfarming" activities)." They" also"make" business" decisions" about"when"
and"how"to"sell"the"coffee."These"decisions"imply"tradeDoffs,"with"uncertain"immediate"and"longD
term"consequences."Some"varieties"of"coffee"are"higher"yielding"and"more"resistant"to"disease,"






To" summarise," the" ES" approach" began" with" a" twoDdisciplinary" framework—ecology" and"
economics—to" address" extremely" complex" linkages" between" human" wellbeing" and" the"









environment." It" attempts" to" measure" those" services" and" understand" their" relationships" to"
inform"policy"and"decisionDmaking." If"we"consider"that" its"key"objectives"are"to"“enhance"wellD






There" are" three" trends" in"wellbeing" research" that" position" it"well" for" comparison"with" the" ES"
framework."First,"wellbeing"is"a"holistic"study"of"human"life"that"is"becoming"increasingly"multiD"
and"even"transdisciplinary."Second,"it"can"be"applied"to"a"developing"country"context"to"describe"




has" evolved" even" within" the" Western" context." Today" there" is" no" agreed" upon" definition" of"
wellbeing" in" the" literature."Wellbeing" is" both" objectively" and" subjectively" defined," considered"
relational" and" dynamic," and" has" been" studied" through" a" number" of" disciplinary" lenses" and"




in" other"disciplines," namely"psychology," sociology," and"more" recently" economics."Though"only"
recently"adopted"by"geographers,"the"field"is"well"positioned"to"study"the"disciplinary"transects"
(Schwanen" and" Atkinson," 2015)." There" has" also" been" increasing" effort" to" study" wellbeing"
through" a" multidisciplinary" lens" (Rojas," 2007)" or" use" it" as" a" general" social" science" toolkit" to"
understand" how" people" live" and" perceive" their" lives" (Gough" and" McGregor," 2007)." Broadly"
speaking," studies" on" wellbeing" have" focused" on" what" people" ‘have’" (e.g." material" wellbeing,"











definition" of"wellbeing" to" include" basic" human" needs" (Gough" and"McGregor," 2007)."Over" the"
past"few"decades,"the"agenda"to"improve"people’s"wellbeing"has"entered"a"number"of"national,"
intergovernmental," private," and" NGO" mission" statements." Many" are" in" reaction" to" criticism"
against"other"attempts"to"measure"progress"like"the"Gross"National"Product"(GNP)"and"fit"within"
a" larger"debate"about"economic"growth"vs." sustainable"development." These"are," for" the"most"




Today," there" is" increasingly" push" for" alternative" wellbeing" indicators" that" are" subjective,"
objective,"and"cater" for"a"developing"country"context" (Table"A)."These" studies"of"wellbeing"go"
beyond"the"traditional"notion"of"living"the"‘virtuous’"life"(Veenhoven,"2003)"to"include"states"of"
even" illbeing" and" harm" to" understand" not" only" the" resource" that" people" have" but" also" how"
people"use"those"resources"and"the"meaning"they"attach"to"them"(Gough"and"McGregor,"2007)."
This" is" true," although"not" all"modes"of"wellbeing"necessarily" have"material" associations" at" all."
Estimates" like" the"GNP"traditionally"used"to"measure"economic"progress"can"be" inaccurate" for"
poor"countries"because" income"is"not"always"an"available"or"a"reliable"measure,"and"there"are"





From" an" economics" perspective," or" the" ‘capitals’" approach," the" economy’s" productive" base"
forms" the" constituents" of" wellbeing," which" includes" human" capital," natural" capital" (natural"
resources),"institutions,"and"knowledge"(Dasgupta,"2001:"86)."Even"still,"these"constituents"have"
18"
different"units" of" analysis" and" their" relative"weight"will" depend"on" individual" preferences" and"
circumstances." For" example," a" household"maybe" “wealthy”" in" certain" arenas" like" income" yet"
“poor”" in"others" like" access" to" land"or" availability" of" labour" (OPHI)."According" to" the"Mexican"
government,"poverty" is"broadly"defined"as"not"having"sufficient"economic" resources" to" secure"
goods"and"services"considered"necessary"for"human"survival,"deprivation"of"which"puts"people"
in" a" socially" disadvantaged" position" (CONEVAL," 2015)." The" three" main" types" of" poverty"





One" of" the" issues" when" trying" to" crossDculturally" compare" wellbeing" is" that" of" ‘cultural"
relativism’"due"to"different"norms"across"individuals"and"settings"(Eid"and"Larsen,"2008:"419)."A"
way" around" this" is" subjective" wellbeing" (SWB)." In" contrast" to" the" normative" definitions" of"
wellbeing," SWB" resides"on" the" individual’s" experience"of"how"people"evaluate" their" own" lives"
(Campbell," 1976)" or" the" ability" to" achieve" their" goals" (Emmons," 1986)." According" to" the"
influential"welfare"economist"Amartya"Sen’s"human"capabilities"approach,"we"should"evaluate"










Through"mixedDmethods," this" study" considers" an" array" of" different" dimensions" or" “domains”"
(Rojas," 2007)" of" wellbeing" that" are" important" to" human" flourishing." I" consider" not" only"




of" wellbeing" and" a" qualitative" interview" framed" around" CES" to" understand" the" nonmaterial"
associations." Although" the" main" objective" is" to" gather" a" wide" array" of" possible" wellbeing"
constituents," I" also" discuss" possibilities" for" synthesizing" the" information," and"ways" to" validate"






Despite" criticism" and" disagreement" about" a" single" ‘best" approach’" for" studying" ecosystem"
services" and" human" wellbeing," there" are" important" reasons" to" bring" these" constructs" to" a"
research"and"policy"context."Gasper"(2007)"outlines"three"roles"of"wellbeing"research"that"also"
apply" to" ES" framework." First," ES" and" wellbeing" research" serve" an" explanatory$ role" with" a"
framework" to" compare"differences"across"groups"of"people."Wellbeing" can" serve"as"a" form"of"
social"costDbenefit"analysis"that" looks"beyond"economic"activity"alone"(Dasgupta,"2001)"and"ES"
can" better" our" understanding" of" how" people" differ" in" their" dependency," access," and" value"
attached" to"nature" (Daily,"1997)." This"helps" compare"differences"across"places," such"as"across"
regions" or" nations," to" approximate" the" ‘worth’" of" that" place’s" capital" assets" including" natural"
capital" (Dasgupta," 2001:" 31)." Second," ES" and"wellbeing" research" play" an" important"normative$












1) Valuation1 of1 resources:1 Studies" of"wellbeing" in" developing" countries" tries" to"measure"
the" resources" people" have," what" they" do" with" those" resources," and" the" value" they"
attach"to"them"(Gough"and"McGregor,"2007)."In"a"similar"vein,"the"ES"framework"tries"to"
measure" the" value" of" natural" capital," i.e." environmental" resources" (Costanza" et" al.,"
1997).""
2) Holism:1 the1 sum1 is1more1 than1 its1parts:"Wellbeing"is"a"pluralistic"construct"of"multiple"
dimensions," domains" (Cummins," 1996)," or" components" of" a" person’s" life" (King" et" al.,"
2014)."The"ES"framework"also"lends"well"to"holism;"ecosystem"services"are"intertwined,"




human"action"at" a"nonlinear"pace" (Resilience"Centre,"2015;"MA,"2005)," and" this" feeds"
back"to"societal"wellbeing,"for"present"and"future"generations.""
4) Vulnerability:" The" uncertainty" of" accelerated" change" is" an" especially" important"
consideration" for" more" vulnerable" populations." The" people" and" ecosystems" most"
threatened" are" disproportionally" located" in" the" Global" South," and" this" requires" a"





challenges." Wellbeing" research" straddles" binary" tensions" between" objective/subjective,"
quantitative/qualitative," individual/collective," affective/discursive," local/global," and" topD
down/bottomDup"approach."There"is"also"dispute"in"ES"research"concerning"multiple"stakeholder"







highlights" their" interconnected" nature." Conservation" scientists" recognize" the" role" of"
human"decisionDmaking"on"conservation"efforts;"social"scientists"recognize"that"changes"
to" ecosystem" functioning" impact" human" wellbeing." Grants" are" increasingly" funding"
interdisciplinary" research"working" groups" to" encourage" partnerships" across" the" social,"
natural,"and"political"sciences,"to"collectively"gather"and"synthesize"information.17"These"
groups"can"bridge"disciplinary"differences"by"focusing"on"specific"aspects"of"the"human"
wellbeingDenvironment" relationship" (e.g.," climate" change," multidimensional" poverty,"
sustainable"fisheries).""
2) Bottom(up1 and1 Participatory:"Many" studies" to" date" have" been" topDdown" approaches"
led" by" intergovernmental" programs." There" is" generally" underrepresentation" of" farmer"
voice" in" agricultural" studies" (Chambers," 1994)." However," there" is" a" call" for" more"
participatory" research" across" stakeholders" (Chan" et" al.," 2012b)" and" incorporation" of"
local" perspective" and" empirical" evidence" to" account" for" differences" in" cultural" norms,"
individual" and" societal" preferences," and" other" contextDspecific" determinants" (Ding,"
2014;"Liu,"J.,"and"Opdam,"P,"2014;"Satz"et"al.,"2013;"Balvanera"et"al.,"2012;"Chan"et"al.,"
2012;" Andersson" et" al.," 2007)." Emerging" studies" recognize" the" importance" of" farmer"
experiences," indigenous" knowledge," and" local" conditions" (Briggs," 2005;" Berkes" et" al.,"
2000);" the"need" to" address" binaries" between" the" ‘scientific’" and" the" ‘traditional’" local"
knowledge" (Agrawal," 1995);" and" opportunities" to" bridge" the" natural" and" the" social"
sciences"(Whatmore,"2013).""
3) Mixed(methods:" A" third" body" of" research" attempts" to" incorporate" these" different"
elements" through" integrated" mixedDmethods" to" draw" comparisons" between" the"




and" increase" the" reliability" of" qualitative" research" (Creswell" and" Clark," 2009)." Some"
studies"of"wellbeing"have"combined"subjective"or"selfDreported"measures"with"objective"




measures" to" validate" findings" against" national" indicators.18"On" the" balance," there" is" a"
great" need" for" mixedDmethods" research" in" the" context" of" social" interaction" and"
psychological" happiness" (Demir," 2015:" 74);" or" socioDeconomic" welfare" (Sosulski" and"
Lawrence," 2008)." Both" subjective" and" objective" indicators" are" needed" for" global"
assessments"of"wellbeing"(Agarwal,"2015).""
5.4(A(New(Development(Agenda(
A"defining" feature"of"many"people" in"developing"countries"and"rural"parts"of" the"world" is" that"
they" have" greater" direct" dependency" on" natural" resources" (Vira" et" al.," 2015)," and" are" more"
vulnerable"to"ecosystem"changes"(Dasgupta,"2001)."An"estimated"47%"of"the"world"population"is"
considered"rural,"and"agriculture" is" the"main"source"of" income"for"70%"of" these"people" (Bank,"
2015)."Outside"of"agriculture,"dependency"on" the" land"may"come" in" the" form"of"harvesting"of"
wild" plants" for" food," timber,"medicine," etc." Indigenous" communities" often" live" in" biodiversity"
“hotspots”" for"environmental"conservation" (Sobrevila,"2008)."This" situates"wellbeing" in"heated"
discussion" of" tradeDoffs" or" synergies" between" the" environmental" agenda" (i.e." biodiversity"
conservation)"and"the"people"agenda"(i.e."poverty"reduction)"(Adams"et"al.,"2004)"Moreover,"the"
tradeDoffs"are"very"often"more"complex"than"this"duality"suggests,"and"using"‘the"environment’"
as" an" umbrella" term" disguises" underlying" disparities," such" as" when" there" is" a" negative"
relationship"between"ecosystem"services"and"biodiversity"(Harrison"et"al.,"2014)."
 
Global" efforts" aim" to" inform" decisionDmaking" by" connecting" scientific" research" to" the" policy,"












with" clinical" evidence" on" the" emotional" states" (Urry" et." al.," 2004);" demographic" variables" like" income" (Clark" and"
Oswald,"1996)"or"psychological"measures""(Lykken"and"Tellegen,"1996)"to"demonstrate"a"correlation"with"wellbeing.""
23"




As" these" programs" try" to" simultaneously" promote" environmental" conservation" and" improve"




decisions" and" how" people" value" natural" resources" is" not" fully" understood," and" this" hampers"
both"research"and"policy"aimed"to"improve"people’s"wellbeing."
These" challenges" present" opportunities" to" study" ES" and"wellbeing" together" as" part" of" a" ‘new"
development’"agenda" through"a" lens" like"political"ecology"and"go"beyond"objective,"economic"
measures"and"considers"aspects" like"distributional"equity," individual"aspirations"and"goals,"and"
collective" values" (Vira," 2015)." Political" ecology" addresses" issues" like"distribution" and" access" to"
scarce"natural"resources,"and"limits"to"growth"in"ways"that"can"help"us"better"understand"how"
political" and" social" conflict" are" both" influence" and" are" affected" by" environmental" change"
(Robbins," 2012)." Inasmuch" as" ES" and" wellbeing" research" have" are" crossing" disciplinary"
boundaries," thereby" invoking" new" methodological" approaches" with" more" transDsectorial"


















to" the" Human" Development" Index," which" is" an" aggregate" measure" of" economic"
wellbeing," health," and" education," this" study" uses" a" household" survey" to" gather"
objective,"topDdown"constructions"of"value.""
• As"a"bottomDup"approach"to"understanding"the"local"ecosystem"services"associated"with"
coffee" farms," directly" received"by" coffee" farming" families," and"how" they"perceive" and"
value" these" services" differently." This" study" uses" a" semiDstructured" interview" and"
participatory"mapping"to"gather"subjective,"bottomDup"constructions"of"value.""
• As"an"overall"mixedDmethods" research"design" to"compare"and"contrast" the"above" two"
approaches."""
"
Analytically," this"work" is" situated" in" the" interfaces"of"geography,"development"economics,"and"
cultural"studies."Many"of"the"lessons"are"as"much"about"the"process"of"mixedDmethods"research"
as" about" the" findings" themselves." The" following" discussion" is" divided" into" parts," in" which" I"
iteratively" discuss" the" theory," results," and" methodology." I" first" discuss" material" wellbeing"
through"quantitative"approaches"that"address"the"basic"human"needs."Then"I"discuss"subjective"

































disciplinary" partnership" with" INECOL" and" CAFECOL." The" conceptual" question" stems" from"












This" guides" a" multiDdisciplinary," mixedDmethods" approach" in" which" I" consider" an" array" of"




Better" understanding" the" human" wellbeingDES" relationship" is" also" valuable" from" a" practical"
perspective." This" study" was" also" motivated" by" a" CAFECOL" intervention" that" endeavoured" to"
influence"farmers’"decisionDmaking"by"promoting"the"production"and"sale"of"high"quality"coffee"
to" the" specialty" market:" in" 2010" CAFECOL" introduced" the" Oikos" certification" that" evaluated"
coffee"based"on"an" internationally"recognized"QDscore."Any"coffee"that"reached"a"minimum"QD
score" could" be" sold" directly" through" the" online" auction" to" specialty" coffee" buyers." However,"
CAFECOL’s" program" success" was" impinged" by" a" fairly" low" participation" rate" and" challenges"








to" producing" higher" quality" coffee" than" do" others" (the" decisionDmaking" context)?" Third," do"














through" proxies" like" income," wealth," expenditures," and" sales" revenue." The" academic"
collaboration"with" INECOL" influenced" the" decision" to" use" an" ES" framework" and" also" consider"
environmental" and" climatic" indicators" (i.e." forest" cover," species" abundance" and" diversity,"
altitude)." However," it" became" increasingly" evident" during" the" fieldwork" and" literature" review"
that" wellbeing" is" a" much" more" complex," subjective" construct." Thus" I" also" draw" upon"




I" use"a$ priori" theoretical" lenses" and" perspectives" to" collectively" guide" the" study" of"wellbeing."
From"the"ES"framework,"I"use"a"preDtested"CES"protocol"to"elicit"nonmaterial"benefits"and"values"
associated" with" coffee" farming." From" development" economics," I" gather" information" on"
household" expenditures," income," labour," and" coffee" sales." From" social" research," I" develop" a"
survey" on" household" demographics," including" questions" about" education" level" and" food"
consumption." To" understand" quality" from" a" farm" management" production" standpoint," I" pull"
questions" from"agricultural"extension"specialists’" reports"on"quality"coffee"production." I"puzzle"
these" distinct" pieces" of" data" together" through" an" approach" that"Neuman" (2000)" describes" as"
pattern"theory:""
"
“Pattern" theory"does"not"emphasize" logical"deductive" reasoning." Like" causal" theory," it"
contains" an" interconnected" set" of" concepts" and" relationships," but" it" does" not" require"
causal" statements." Instead," pattern" theory" uses" metaphor" or" analogies" so" that"
relationships" ‘make" sense.’" Pattern" theories" are" systems" of" ideas" that" inform." The"
























boundaries" may" stretch" to" include" nonDresidential" family" members" who" have" migrated" and"
contribute" remittances." In" this" study," six" of" the" farmers" reported"having"migrated" to" the"USA"
(legally"or"illegally)"and"three"reported"having"worked"in"another"part"of"Mexico."Additionally,"16"












possibly" be" individually" and" collective" defined." According" to" dell" Porta" and" Keating" (2008),"
“culture"is"located"neither"at"the"level"of"the"individual"nor"at"that"of"a"reified"society,"but"at"the"
interDsubjective" level,"where"it"provides"a"means"for" identifying"group"boundaries," interpreting"
events"and"according"value”"(9)."I"collect"data"both"at"the"level"of"the"farming"household"(e.g.,"
expenditures)" and" the" individual" (e.g.," education" level)." Though" it" would" be" potentially"












This" study" is" divided" into" three" broad" phases:" planning" and" implementation," synthesis" and"
verification," and" dissemination" (Figure" 9" for" threeDyear" timeframe)." Planning" began" in" 2012"
during" the" first" visit" to" Veracruz." Subsequent" conversations" with" researchers" at" INECOL" and"
partners" at" CAFECOL" led" to" the" gradual" development" of" a" preliminary" study,"which"was" then"











had" successfully" sold" to" the" specialty" coffee" market," those" who" attempted" but" were"
unsuccessful" in" selling" to" the" specialty"market," and" those"who"never" attempted" to" sell" to" the"






• A—Oikos" Success" (n=112," interviewed=14):" farmers" who" produced" high" quality"
coffee" according" to" a" minimum" QDscore21"and" were" successful" in" selling" it" to" the"
specialty"market"through"the"CAFECOL"online"auction."






Sample"size:" In"total," I"performed"40"household" interviews22"between"December"2013"and"July"



















roughly" equal" distributions" from" the" three" control" groups." Unlike" randomized" sampling,"
purposive"sampling"intents"to"generalize"to"a"larger"population"by"drawing"upon"‘representative’"
groups"or" individuals" (Shadish"et"al.," 2002)." In"addition" to" the"criteria"of"being"coffee"growing"
regions," I"considered"practical"constraints"when"selecting"these"regions."First,"CAFECOL"had"an"
institutional"history"of"having"conducted"the"most"workshops"in"these"regions"and"maintaining"a"
positive" relationship" with" at" least" one" key" informant" such" as"municipality" leader" (Figure" 11)."
Additionally," household" were" geographically" clustered" together," which" made" it" possible" to"
interview"2D5" farmers" from"each"community" (localidad)." In" choosing" the" study" site" locations," I"







environmental" factors;" in"reality," the"success"of"sale"hinged"as"much"on"demand"as"on"supply,"
and"synchronizing"these"factors"was"largely"based"on"luck."The"second"major"assumption"is"that"
group"C"actively" chose"not" to"participate" in" the"Oikos" certification." It" turns"out" in" some"cases"
farmers"had"wanted"to"participate,"and"had"even"set"aside"samples"to"send"for"evaluation,"but"
ultimately"were"unable"to"because"the"extension"specialist"never"came"to"collect"the"samples."






the" originally" intended" sample" size" of" 30" I" expanded" the" sampling" to" 40" interviews."
32"
Consequently" there" is" not" an"even"distribution"across" regions," and"even" the"division"between"
groups"A,"B,"and"C"is"shaky.""
"
Alternative" methods:" Given" the" relatively" small" population" of" this" intervention," a" potentially"
viable" alternative" would" have" been" randomized" selection" of" a" larger" sample" to" estimate"
statistical" differences" between" control" groups." These" groups" could" have" been" controlled" for"
according" to" a" number" of" other" factors:" region," gender," age," farm" size," etc." Had" I" chosen" a"
quantitative" sampling" strategy," the" total" sample" size" would" have" been" 261" participants"
(Appendix"B)."This"was"not"feasible"for"a"number"of"reasons."Based"on"pilot"studies"and"cultural"
norms," a" minimum" time" of" 2D3" hours" was" necessary" to" develop" rapport" with" the" farmers,"







Given" this"difference"between"different"possible" sampling" strategies," I" ran" two"phases"of"pilot"
research" to" hone" the" research" design." In" the" first" phase," I" tested" a" quantitative" (CostDBenefit"
Analysis,"CBA)"and"qualitative" (Cultural"Ecosystem"Services,"CES)"protocol" separately."Though" I"
retained"most"of"the"CES"interview,"I"chose"not"to"include"the"full"CBA"questionnaire"because"I"
was" limited" by" a" number" of" constraints" from" getting" reliable" estimates" (Table" B)." " A" rapid"
assessment"would"not"accurately"reflect"these"complexities"or"the"full"economic"value"of"coffee"
production." Instead," I" collected" only" gross" revenue" from" coffee" sales." I" also" made" the"
methodological" choice" not" to" focus" on" household" decisionDmaking" but" rather" on" human"
wellbeing" through" a" broader" framework." The" final" mixedDmethods" design" (Figure" 12)"
incorporated"elements"not"in"either"of"the"original"protocol,"such"as"proxies"for"material"wealth"
(inventories)" and" subjective" assessments" of" health" (Likert" scales)." Doing" a" twoDphased" pilot"
allowed" me" to" add" more" components" to" a" more" holistic" construct" of" the" human" wellbeingD





Reflexivity$ and$ positionality:" Especially" true" of" qualitative" research,"my"positionality" (personal"
values,"assumptions,"and"biases)"had"an"impact"on"the"data"collected"and"brought"a"certain"bias"
to" the" study" (Strauss,"1987)."My" identity"as"a" female,"American" student" inevitably" shaped" the"
way" the"data"was"collected"and" interpretation"of" the" findings"and"experiences."Since" I"had"no"
prior" agronomical" background," I" took" an" intensive" training" course" on" coffee" production" with"
coffee"farmers"from"the"surrounding"regions,"which"lasted"for"approximately"3"months"(October"
2013" to" December" 2013)" over" intensive" weekend" workshops." In" this" course" I" learned" about"
possible" contributing" factors" of" quality" production" for" specific" activities," including" pruning,"
harvest,"and"postDharvest"processing."I"believe"this"understanding"of"the"process"behind"quality"
production" enhanced" my" awareness," knowledge," and" sensitivity" to" the" different" forms" of"




NonPmaleficence$and$beneficence:" I"recognize"that" in"conducting"participant"observation," I"was"
invading"on"the"participants’"lives"(Spradley,"1980)"and"had"the"potential"to"cause"tension"within"
the" household," and" the" community" at" large." I" tried" to" offset" this"with" a" positive" contribution"
(Locke" et" al.," 2007)" by" adding" to" the" dialogue" on" quality" production" and" compensating" the"






at" the" University" of" Cambridge," have" enabled" review" of" the" interview" transcriptions" and"
consultation"of"secondary"data."Yet"even"with"the"common"language"of"Spanish,"words"can"be"
interpreted"differently"in"other"cultures"(Patton,"2002)."This"is"especially"relevant"for"intangible"
concepts," both" those" translated" from" English" to" Spanish" (e.g.," wellbeing/bienestar,"




still" may" have" been" misunderstanding" of" the" interview" question" or" misinterpretation" of" the"
participants’"responses."
"
Ethical$ review:" Prior" to" engaging" in" the" fieldwork," I" underwent" research" ethics" training" and"
obtained" Institutional" Review" Board" (IRB)" approval" from" Stanford" University." Throughout" the"
data" collection" and" pilot" phases" I" maintained" personal" and" project" research" ethics" and"
undertook" the" following" safeguards" to" protect" the" informant’s" rights" and" privacy:" (1)" prior"
informed" consent"with" clear" statement" of" the" research" objectives," (2)" voluntary" participation"









considered" to"possibly" identify" characteristics"and" factors" contributing" to"differences"between"
outputs"of"quality"coffee."This"mixed"approach"recognizes"that"high"quality"coffee"production"is"





Background" information:" The" farmers’" profile"was" divided" into" background" information" about"
the" respondent" (i.e." education" level," socioDeconomic" status," household" demographics)" and"
information"about"the"respondent’s"management"of"the"farm."This"background"information"was"
included" to" possibly" identify" characteristics" and" factors" contributing" to" differences" between"
                                                
24"The"different"questions"were:"What"is"the"good"life?/What"is"quality"living?/What"makes"you"happy?"
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outputs" of" quality" coffee." In" doing" so," the" study" seeks" explanation" as" to" why" some" farmers"
produce"higher"quality"coffee"than"do"others.""
"
Quantitative" instruments" are" used" to" explore" material" aspects" of" wellbeing." These" measures"
look" for" associations" or" patterns" (Harlow," 2014)" and" may" be" compared" to" other" empirical"
studies" (Rosenbaum,"2002)"and"secondary"data" like"nationalDlevel" income."These"variables"can"
be"summed"together"to"form"an"aggregate"index"like"multidimensional"poverty"or"wealth."They"
may" also" be" statistically" analysed" to" test" a" hypothesis" such" as" the" effect" of" an" independent"
variable" like" education" level" on" a" dependent" variable" like" the" QDscore" for" quality" coffee."
(Appendix"B"for"summary"results)."
"
Qualitative" instruments" are" used" to" explore" subjective" constructs" of" wellbeing." These" give"







disciplinary" approach." However," I" felt" that" this" would" not" have" been" a" complete" picture" of"
wellbeing,"and"risked"being"expertly"dominated,"especially"for"a"culture"not"my"own."While"this"
study" has" largely" focused" on" the" elicitation$ of" benefits" and" values" of" ecosystem" services" to"
human"wellbeing,"I"could"have"focused"explicitly"on"valuation"or"the"decisionPmaking"process.""
"
1)$Market$based$valuation:" For"material"benefits," I" focused"exclusively"on" the"market"value"of"
coffee." I" could" have" tried" estimating" the" market" value" of" other" crops" through" a" production"
function"method" by"measuring" their" contribution" as" a" function" of" inputs" like" the" labour" and"
outputs" like" the" amount" of" fruit." " Since" cultural" services" are" not" traded" on" markets," direct"
market" methods" are" not" available." Two" of" the" most" common" indirect" market" methods" for"
cultural"services"are"hedonic"pricing"(i.e."housing"prices)"and"travel"costs"(de"Groot"et"al.,"2002);"




2)$ NonPmarket$ valuation$ methods:$ The" nonDmarket" valuation" methods" that" I" could" have"
employed" include" contingent" valuation" and" choice" experiment," both" of" which" involve"
hypothetical" scenarios." The" most" similar" question" I" used" was" a" situational" question" asking"






Ultimately" I" chose" not" to" use" an" explicit" valuation" method" due" to" challenges" with" data" and"
information"availability"and"questions"surrounding"the"accuracy"of"that"information.""
$
3)$ DecisionPmaking$ evaluation:" Had" I" employed" a" valuation" methods," it" would" have" been"
possible"to"integrate"this"into"a"decisionDmaking"tool"such"as"costDeffectiveness"analysis"(CEA)"or"
costDbenefit" analysis" (CBA)."MultiDcriteria" analysis" (MCA)" is" another" option"when" not" all" costs"
and" benefits" are" in"monetary" terms." These" tools" would" have" involved" identifying" before" and"








of" wellbeing" in" relation" to" ecosystem" services," and" the" possible" extent" to"which" the" two" are"
interrelated." Many" dimensions," such" as" health," have" both" material" and" subjective"
characteristics,"and"are"influenced"by"factors"in"addition"to"ES"provision."These"socioDeconomic"
factors" could" be" both" direct" and" indirect" of" change" to" ecosystem" functioning" and" human"
wellbeing" (MA," 2005)." I" address"wellbeing" as" a"multidimensional" construct;" first" by" discussing"
material" wellbeing" through" proxies;" then" immaterial" dimensions," i.e." spirituality" and" family,"
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The"household" survey" generated"data"on"material" and"quantifiable" constituents;" for" example,"
education" level," weekly" expenditures," and" the" number" of" people" per" room" are" numeric"
dimensions" that" can" be" compared" across" individuals." These" disparate" pieces" of" data" provide"
useful"insight"to"the"estimates"of"material"wellbeing."However,"each"alone"may"not"capture"the"





indicator," and" generally" in" measuring" wellbeing" from" an" economic" perspective." However," I"
believe" this" study" would" be" incomplete" without" at" least" brief" discussion" of" the" economics."
Coffee" is," first" and" foremost," an" economic" endeavour" to" the" majority" of" participants" in" this"





for" the"diversified" livelihood"strategy" (Ellis,"1998)"by"asking"what"percentage"of" income"comes"





from"October" to" June"depending"on" the"altitude"and"microDclimatic"conditions."During"
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my"year"of"fieldwork"(2013D2014)"the"conventional"prices"for"coffee"swung"from"a" low"
of"3.9"pesos/kilo" to"a"high"of"10.5"pesos/kilo."Another" fluctuation" is" the"seasonality"of"
labour."My"calculation"of"gross" revenue"captures"average" income" for" the"year"but"not"
temporal"fluctuations"of"when"farmers"work"fullDtime"or"have"seasonal"alternative"jobs.""
2) Nonseparability1of1labour:$Nor"does"this"study"account"for"the"possibility"that"all"hours"
spent"on"the"farm"are"working"hours;"a" farmer"may"pass"some"of" this" time" in"tranquil"






coffee" labour" force." Roughly" half" of" the" family" members" were" involved" as" full" time"
employees.25"Family" labour" is" especially" key" during" the" harvest" season."Many" spouses"
also" play" critical" supporting" roles" like" household" activities" (i.e." cooking" and" child"
rearing)."The"contribution"of"women’s" labour"deserves"closer" investigation,"as" there" is"
empirical" evidence" that"women" are" essential" to" ensure" the" overall" functioning" of" the"
farming"household."""
4) Problems1 of1 recall:" It" is" extremely" difficult—if" not" impossible—to" report" an" accurate"
figure"of" the" total" income"unless" farmers" keep"good"accounting"books,"which" is"often"
not" the"case." In"some" instances" I"was"given"access" to"official" sales" receipts" in"order" to"
piece" together" the" total" sales" from" coffee" over" the" course" of" the" harvest" year."When"
these" were" not" available" farmers" reported" based" on" memory" alone." This" led" to"











the" household" level," a" future" survey" would" include" questions" on" all" expenditures" (farm" and"
household)" and" other" sources" of" income" like" inDkind" contributions," remittances," and"
government"subsidies."Without"this"information"there"is"not"enough"detail"for"full"estimates"of"
the"net"income."Another"limitation"is"that"this"study"gathers"only"information"on"current"income"














and"electricity)," transportation," school,"health," church," clothing"and"shoes." I"determined" these"
categories"based"on"pilot"studies"and"by"asking"farmers"about"their"expenses"for"basic"survival."






portion" of" the" diet" comes" from" subsistence" farming." NonDcash" crops" like" wild" plants" could"
                                                
26"For"example,"I"did"not"account"for"any"monetary"transfers"or"social"transfers"inDkind,"like"the"government"program"
Oportunidades" or" pensions." In" this" study," 30" (75%)" of" farmers" reported" receiving" some" assistance" from" the"
government," and" 17" (42.5%)" reported" belonging" to"Oportunidades" program;" however," the"monetary" value" of" that"
assistance"is"unknown"and"therefore"was"not"recorded.""
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provide" an" important" food" security" safety" net." If" farmers" also" consume" the" agricultural"
commodities" from" their" land," then" a" focus" on" purchased" food" items" undoubtedly"misses" the"




combined" two"measures" on" dietary" diversity." I" first" approximated" the" diversity" of" purchased"








food" supply" from" own" production" and" outside" purchases" satisfied" nutritional$ needs$ or" the$
quality$of" food."Nutrition"and"diet"diversity"are"essential" for"worker"productivity," resilience" to"
disease," and" overall" wellbeing." Deficiencies" in" iron," zinc," vitamin" A," and" iodine," for" example,"
inhibit"the"immune"system"and"cognitive"development"(Welch"and"Graham,"1999)."The"ability"to"
satisfy" basic" nutritional" needs" may" vary" based" on" the" seasonality" of" produce," and" could"
especially"suffer"in"the"months"leading"up"to"the"harvest"when"there"is"no"longer"income"from"
































There" are" multiple" statistical" methods" and" several" analyses" possible" to" address" aspects" of"
material"wellbeing."One"of"which" is"multivariate" thinking," a" statistical" approach" to" look"at" the"
interDrelatedness" between" variables" to" understand" the" larger" context" (Harlow," 2014)." In" the"
fields" of" environmental" sciences" and" ecology," multivariate" analysis" clusters" data" together" to"




that" there" are" too" many" explanatory" variables" (>300)" relative" to" the" number" of" observation"
(n=40),"which"Bellman"(1961)"refers"to"as"the"curse$of$dimensionality"(Everitt"and"Hothorn,"2011:"
61)." It"also"addresses"the"possibility"that"some"explanatory"variables"may"be"highly"correlated,"









to" identify" a" set" of" indicators" that" will" have" relevance" across" a" set" of" different" contexts”"
(Commission," 2013:" 14)." I" first" reviewed" other" studies" of" wellbeing" that" also" employ" PCA" to"
derive"wellbeing"measures"(Ram,"1982;"McGillivray,"2007;"Ogwang"and"Abdou,"2002;"Lai,"2000;"
Commission," 2013);" along" with" the" mostDcommonly" socioDeconomic" indicators" used" by" the"
Mexican"government"(CONEVAL,"2010),"and"lastly"matched"these"to"the"available"data"from"my"




challenging" to" summarize" the" components" into" only" one" or" two" dimensions." Normally" the"




inventory"score" (i.e."proxy" for"wealth)."The"top"five"negative"variables"might"be" interpreted"as"
the" socioDeconomic" indicator;" people"with" a" lower" level" of" education" also" began" farming" at" a"
younger" age." However," given" the" spread" of" the" data" (see" biplot)" and" weak" correlations" (see"
pairwise"series)," it"would"be"arbitrary"and"possibly" inaccurate"to"summarize"the"data" into"only"




attributed" to" a" lucky" change," or" to" the" fact" that" the" data" have" a" strongly" marked"




structure" that" shows" up" in" analysis." Even" in" the" later" case," quite" small" sampling"





also" the"possibility"of" latent"variables."Given" the"data" requirements"of"PCA"of"numerical"data,"
this" analysis" omits" a" number" of" binary" and" categorical" variables." Lastly," I" made" the" arbitrary"
decision"to"standardize"the"numerical"variables"to"have"all"the"same"unit."These"indicators"may"
not"capture"the"full"complexity"of"material"wellbeing."For"example,"the"role"of" informal" labour"
may" have" been" downplayed," since" the" output" of" other" activities" like" women’s" work" and"
alternative" crop" production" were" omitted." These" findings" highlight" the" weaknesses" in" the"
current"data"collection" framework,"and"the" lack"of"consistent"social"and"economic"data"across"
studies."Questions"surround"whether"it"is"theoretically"and"practically"possible"to"derive"an"index"








the"household" inventory." This" supports" the" literature" review" that" in" some"contexts," especially"
rural" settings,"household"expenditures" rather" than" income"may"be"a"better"proxy" for"material"
wellbeing.""
"




Alternatively," I" could" have" tested" for" differences" in" the" Oikos" control" group" (now" as" the"
independent" variable)" using"multivariate" analysis" of" variance" (MANOVA)" to" compare"multiple"
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continuous"outcomes,"such"as"household"expenditures"and" income."However,"these"and"other"
forms"of"multivariate"analysis"may"not"be"appropriate" for" this"dataset"given" the" small" sample"
size"and"the"fact"that"the"data"do"not"follow"statistical"assumptions"of"normality,"linearity,"and"
homoscedasticity" necessary" for" turning" findings" into" inferential" statistics" (Harlow," 2014)."
Notwithstanding," these"quantitative"measures"might"help" frame" the"qualitative"assessment"of"
subjective"wellbeing."While" a"multidimensional" index" generated"by"PCA"or" LASSO"may"not"be"






assess"subjective"wellbeing"(SWB)" in"ways"comparable"to"the" literature." " I" include"a"handful"of"
experimental" questions" to" the" original" semiDstructured" interview" to" support" the" themes" of"
family"and"community:""
1) Family:"Do"you"have"a"good" relationship"with"your" family?"How"satisfied"are"you"with"
this"relationship?"(Options:"dissatisfied,"ambivalent,"or"satisfied)"
2) Community:" Do" you" have" a" good" relationship"with" your" neighbors" and" people" in" this"
community?" How" satisfied" are" you" with" this" relationship?" (Options:" dissatisfied,"
ambivalent,"or"satisfied)"
"







used" in" studies" on" happiness" in" Psychology.30"I" chose" to" include" Questions" 1" and" 2," in" part"
conscious" of" my" bias" and" limitations" in" assessing" these" dynamics" myself," and" because" these"




optimistically" about" their" life" satisfaction" or" are"more" inclined" to" provide" “socially" desirable”"
answers" (Steenkamp" et" al.," 2010)," dissatisfactory" responses" were" considered" noteworthy."
Limitations" to" singleDitem" scales" are" that" the" response" options" are" prone" to" shortDterm"
fluctuations;" could"vary" in" interpretation"across"participants;"and"are"not" inclusive"of"nuanced"
subDlevels.""
"
For" the" global" life" satisfaction" questions," Question" 3" could" have" been" a" study" unto" itself." In"
freelisting"interviews,"one"can"gain"much"insight"by"asking"an"openDended"question"like:"“What"
are"the"things" that"make" life"good"around"here?”" (Bernard,"2011:"285)."Question"5"was"also"a"
useful"single"item"scale"to"assess"congruence"between"desired"and"achieved"goals."This"relates"
to"selfDdetermination"theory"on"intrinsic"motivation"and"how"it"is"important"to"consider"progress"





measures"with" a" systematic" yet" flexible"way" to" assess" other" aspects" of" life." The" CES" protocol"








The"modified" version" preserved" the" original" eight" themes"with" the" addition" of" a" ninth" theme"





and" other" ecosystem" services" categories" defined" by" the" MA" (2005)." The" richness" of" these"
findings" is" beyond" the" scope" of" this" discussion," and" detailed" interpretation" of" key" passages"
would"reflect"individual"voice,"not"necessarily"the"collective"experience.""
"
There" is," however," growing" recognition" of" the" importance"of" synthesizing" qualitative" findings,"
especially"when"using" such" findings" to" inform"decisionDmaking" (Chalmers" et" al.," 2002;"Oakley,"
2002)." Purely" based" on" interviews," these" options" include" word" diagrams" and" coding" count"
frequency" (Figures" 14)." An" important" learning" from" having" tried" to" code" the" eight" a$ priori"
themes" as" separate" entities" is" seeing" that" they" are" actually" quite" interrelated" and" it" becomes"
almost" a" semantic" and" valueDladen" exercise" to" separate" them" through" coding."What’s" more,"
coding"alone"does"not"address"the"weight"of"these"meanings,"and"whether"some"themes"have"
greater"positive"or"negative"associations"than"others." I"am"therefore"wary"of"overDinterpreting"




In" order" to" prioritize"which" themes" to" discuss," I" compared" the" semiDstructured" interview" to" a"
ranking" exercise" in" a"method" called"data" triangulation" (Creswell" and"Clark," 2009)."At" the" very"
end" of" the" interview" I" asked" all" participants" to" rank" the" nine" themes" based" on" order" of"
















I" asked" about" health" in" three" senses:" human" health," ecological" health," and" the" connection"
between"human"and"ecological"health."For"human"and"ecological"health"I"asked"the"participants"
to" provide" a" subjective" definition" of" health," including" indicators/criteria" for" good" health," and"
signs"of"degradation"of"health."Then"I"asked"about"changes"in"health"over"the"past"10D15"years"
on" scales" of" the" individual," the" community," the" farm," and" the" ecosystem." To" gauge" health"
maintenance,"I"asked"whether"participants"actively"care"for"their"own"health"in"any"form,"such"
as" diet," physical" activity," or" spiritual" practice." In" the" final" piece" of" this" conversation" I" asked"







questions" concerning" the" generational" heritage," contribution" of" family" labour," and" farming"
household" composition." The" CES" interview" built" upon" these" questions" by" asking" about" the"
intangible" qualities" of" how" coffee" farming" is" integral" to" the" family." In" that" sense," the" theme"
family"overlapped"with"other"CES"themes,"primarily"sentimental$value"(i.e."memories"of"working"
and"living"together"on"the"farm),"spirituality$(i.e."witnessing"a"miracle"during"the"birth"of"a"son"
on" the" farm)" and" tradition" (i.e." harvesting" together)." While" family" was" clearly" an" important"
shared" value," it" was"methodologically" very" difficult" to" separate" from" other" CES" themes" or" to"
understand"its"feedback"mechanisms"to"ES.""
1
Spirituality:" Spirituality/religion" was" a" reoccurring" theme" that," for" some" participants,"
transcended"the"entire"interview."The"specific"questions"I"asked"about"spirituality"were"whether"
the"participant"ascribes"to"any"religious"belief,"has"had"any"spiritual"experience"associated"with"
the" farm"or" forest," performs"any" rituals" or" ceremonies" to" give"back" to" the" land," and"whether"
he/she"has"a" form"of"communication"with" the"natural"environment" (i.e." talking" to" the"plants)."
Participants" could" be" spiritual" in" the" religious" sense" or" through" a"more" difficult" to" articulate"
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connection"with"the"land,"such"as"feeling"the"exchange"of"energy"with"the"plants"or"sensing"the"





Discussion:" It" is" interesting" to" compare" these" to" the" three" broad" themes" of" the" global"
Multidimensional"Poverty"Index"(MPI):"health,"education,"and"living$standard"(OPHI),"or"to"those"









(Chwaszcza," 2008)," which"may" not" hold" true." The" first" is" completeness," i.e." that" the" set" of" 9"
themes"may"not"fully"represent"all"the"possible"intangible"benefits."The"second"is"transitivity,"i.e."
that" if" a" farmer" ranks" family" above"health," and"health" above"spirituality," then" the" farmer"also"
prefers"family"above"spirituality."In"reality,"there"are"multiple"criteria"involved"in"the"evaluation"
of" preference" ranking." Additionally," each" of" the" CES" themes" is" attached" to" moral" and" social"
descriptions"and"norms"so"the"participants"may"have"ranked"the"themes"according"to"how"they"
think" they" “should”"be" ranked." The" lack"of" a" common"definition" to" these" themes" complicates"
any"attempt"to"draw"comparison"between"participants.""
"









2) Values$ Mapping:" This" exercise" focusing" specifically" on" valuation—the" participatory"
mapping—was" methodologically" useful" in" opening" the" conversation" yet" conceptually"
messy" to" interpret" (Figure"16)."These"handDdrawn"maps"were"not" to"scale"and"no"two"
were" alike." Nor" was" there" a" spatially" consistent" unit" of" analysis;" at" times" farmers"
assigned" a" sentimental" value" to" specific" parts" of" the" ecosystem" (i.e." the" soil)," a"
geographically" defined" space" (i.e." a" patch" of" forest" land)," or" an" item" (i.e." a" significant"







was"unfamiliar"with" the"Spanish" term"“convivir”"which"roughly" translates" to"“live" together/coD




• Relationships" with" the" plants:" kinship," i.e." sentimental" feelings" like" sorrow" for" plant"
disease,"and"reluctance"to"prune"for"not"wanting"to"harm"the"plants.""
• Relationships"with"the"landscape:"energy"exchange,"communication"(direct"or"indirect),"
and" interplay"between"changes" to" the"ecosystem"(i.e." toxic"chemicals)"and"changes" to"
human"health"(i.e."disease)."
• Relationships"with"people:"family"life,"daily"activities,"celebrations"like"the"“Xochiclalith”"
of" sharing"a"meal"with"workers"and" family" to"celebrate" the"end"of" the"harvest" (Figure"
18).""
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These" unanticipated" themes" provided" insight" to" the" value" of" coffee" farming" as" part" of" the"
livelihoods," and"why" it" has"meaning" to" the" farmers" beyond" the" economic" income." But" it" also"






Even" though" the" interview" protocol" was" framed" around" themes" of" CES," respondents" often"







terms" of" human" health" and" farm" production." Farmers" discuss" how" unprecedented" climatic"
occurrences" like" hail" or" an" unusually" cold" winter" damage" their" harvest" with" economic"
consequences." They"also"discuss"how"natural" resources" like" shade" trees"are" valuable" for" their"
ability" to" “regulate" the" climate”" by" providing" protection" from" the" harmful" rays" of" the" sun" as"
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As" previously" discussed," each" component" of" the" research" design" has" its" limitations."
Measurement"issues"are"compounded"by"the"potential"omission"of"variables,"faulty"recollection"
(Kahneman" et" al.," 1997)," the" influence" of" situational" factors" (Diener" and" Suh," 2000)," and" the"
‘inarticulacy" problem’" of" values" (Satterfield," 2001:" 332)." Especially" true" of" crossDcultural"
wellbeing"research,"there"are"questions"of"comparability"and"translatability,"both"of"words"and"
concepts"(Diener"and"Suh,"2000)."Nor"does"measurement"fully"capture"the"web"of"socioDcultural"





capital," and" their" attitude" toward" or" involvement" in" protecting" natural" resources" (Dasgupta,"
2001)."The"Mexican"government"has"played"a"significant"role"in"shaping"how"coffee"landscapes"
are"managed"in"Veracruz."INMECAFE’s"national"agenda"to"promote"high"productive"coffee"over"
quality" in" the" 1980s" led" to" increased" use" of" agrochemicals" and" more" resourceDintensive"
technologies" that" led" to" gradual" soil" depletion" whilst" creating" a" culture" of" dependency" on"
government"subsidies."The"more"recent"forestDsupported"program"of"the"federal"administration,"






Spatial1 Scale:" In" the" study" of" humanDenvironment" relationships" in" political" ecology," there" are"
still" theoretical" debates" surrounding" scale" (Neumann," 2009)." Coffee" farms" are" part" of" larger"
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landscapes" with" common" property" attributes," such" as" provision" of" ecosystem" services" at" the"
watershed" level." Most" farmers" lamented" that" the" health" of" the" surrounding" ecosystems" has"
degraded" in" recent" years." This" has" occurred" in" other" poor" parts" of" the"world," influencing" the"
wellbeing" of" the" local" residents" (Dasgupta," 2001;" Agarwal" and" Narain," 1989;" Baland" and"






the" farmers" were" around" the" median" age" of" 56" years." Moreover," studying" intergenerational"
wellbeing"would" require" complex" accounting"principles" of" how" to" allocate" resources" between"
present"and" future"generations,"and" it" is"possible" that" there"are"generational" cultural" shifts" in"
the" relative" importance" of" wellbeing" components" (Dasgupta," 2001)." Even" within" the" field" of"
intergenerational"welfare"economics"(developed"by"Ramsey"1928),"there"remain"issues"of"how"
to" introduce"uncertainty,"such"as"environmental" risk"or"political" instability," into"the"formula"of"
sustainable"wellbeing"over"multiple"generations"(Arrow"et"al.,"2012;"Dasgupta,"2001)."
"
Preferences1 and1 Weights:$ Even" though" this" study" demonstrates" association" between" the"
provisioning," regulating"and" the" cultural" services," it" still" does"not"assign"weights" to" the"values"
(Fischer," 1995)," nor" propose" ways" to" assess" the" degree" to" which" people" are" receiving" those"







be" a" “disservice”" to" another" (Satz" et" al.," 2013)." Thus," both" services" and"disservices" should" be"
considered"(Sandbrook"and"Burgess,"2015),"but"there"is"not"a"clear"line"of"separation."Moreover,"








wellbeing," it" became" increasingly" clear" during" the" fieldwork" and" literature" review" that" these"
relationships" are" extremely" complex," and" potentially" valueDladen" to" quantify." The" practical"
question" “Why" do" some" farmers" produce" higher" quality" coffee" than" do" others?”" proved"
intellectually"challenging"to"assess."From"the"quantitative"perspective,"I"have"tried"to"formulate"

















• Socioeconomic" status," however," is" not" the" sole" indicator" of" wellbeing;" farmers" may"
report"lower"levels"of"some"dimensions"yet"overall"higher"life"satisfaction.""
"
From"the"qualitative"perspective," I" can"only"empirically" state" that" there" is" something"different"
about" farmers" who" produce" higher" quality" coffee," though" it" is" difficult" to" describe" the" exact"
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reasons." Those" farmers" seem" to" have" a" closer" alignment" between" the" coffee" farms" and" their"
core"values"like"relationships"(with"people"and"with"nature),"concern"for"future"generations,"and"
stewardship." Their" interviews" more" frequently" brought" up" concepts" like" “working" together,”"
“responsibility,”"and"“inheritance.”"These"farmers"also"talked"differently"about"coffee,"referring"
to" the" plants" as" part" of" their" family," sometimes" becoming" very" emotional" during" the"




• Health$ is" perhaps" the" most" contextDspecific" CES" category," as" there" were" more"
identifiable" connections" with" mental" and" physical" human" health" to" the" environment"
(that" said," other" connections" like" spirituality" are" important" and" noteworthy," though"
sometimes"harder"for"participants"to"articulate).""
• The"relationship"to"the"environment"has"positive"and"negative"attributes."Many"farmers"
expressed" kinship" toward" the" coffee" plants" and" landscape" through"modes" like" energy"
exchange"and"direct"communication."They"sought"ways"to"“control”"negative"attributes"
of" the" land," such" as" pests" and" weeds," through" natural" and" nonDnatural" mechanisms"
including" agroDchemicals." In" turn," their" own" wellbeing" is" affected" in" positive" and"
negative"ways"through"this"relationship.""
• The"greatest"overlaps" in"ES"were"between"provisioning"services" (specifically,"food)"and"




research"design." In" trying" to"account" for" so"many"dimensions," I" have" inevitably"omitted" some"
and" possibly" not" gone" sufficiently" in" depth" with" the" ones" selected" (i.e." this" is" not" a"
comprehensive" assessment" of" health)." This" study" highlights" the" challenges" of" synthesising"










of" income," and" recognize" common" names" of" trees" and" plants" in" each" region." It" also" became"
increasingly" clear" that" there"was" not" necessarily" a" logical" rationale" for" producing" high" quality"
coffee,"or"that"this"was"the"outcome"of"an"active"decision.""
"
Above" all," this" study" has" illustrated" the" very" complex" nature" of" the" relationship" between" the"
environment"and"human"wellbeing."First,"we"cannot"assume"that"all" farmers"equally"value"the"
coffee"plantations"for"their"nonmaterial"benefits."Simply"because"natural"resources"exist,"it"does"
not" mean" that" farmers" fully" utilize" or" value" such" resources." For" example," having" access" to"
subsistence" crops" and"wild" plants" does" not" guarantee" food" security" if" farmers" do" not" have" a"
cultural"preference"to"eat"those"foods,"or" if"they"lack"the"environmental"knowledge"to"harvest"
and"prepare" those" foods." Second," coffee" farming" is" an" integral" part" of" life" that" touches" upon"
both" culturalDlevel" transcendental" values"and" contextDspecific" values" (Kenter" and"Reed,"2014)."
These" can" be" difficult" to" disentangle." Human" health," however," seemed" to" have" the" clearest"
contextDspecific"association"with"the"environment."Third,"coffee"farming"is"both"a"collective"and"








relational"qualities" to"provisioning"and" regulating"ES." I" could"also"discuss" lessons" learned"with"







The" coffee" landscapes" of" Veracruz" have" served" as" an" important" springboard" to" test" research"
methods"that"could"be"refined"in"a"different"decisionDmaking"context."I"have"addressed"the"ESD
human" wellbeing" relationship" piecemeal," with" separate" dimensions" and" methods," instead" of"
trying"to"understand"that"relationship"as"a"whole"system."As"a"result,"studying"one"component"
inevitably" relates" to" others." This" study" has" highlighted" the" challenges" of" interpreting" diverse"
types" of" data," at" the" same" time," demonstrated" opportunities" for" mixedDmethods" design" to"




The" next" step" would" be" to" narrow" this" focus" to" valuation" of" those" dimensions." Valuation—
historically" at" the" cornerstone"of" ES" research—is" still" a" growing" field"with" potential" to" inform"
decisionDmaking." An" important" finding" from" the" current" study" is" that" certain" methodologies"
lends"better"to"understanding" intangible"values"than"do"others."For"example,"the"participatory"
mapping"exercise"of"using" coins" to"understand"both" the"economic" value" (in" terms"of" revenue"
generated)"and" sentimental" value" (such"as"memories)" associated"with"different" spaces"on" the"
farm" was" useful" in" juxtaposing" the"material" and" nonmaterial" dimensions." Though" difficult" to"
interpret," these"maps"offer"potential" to" combine" the"monetary"and"nonmonetary" concepts"of"
value." The" exploratory" methods" like" singleDitem" scales" (i.e." Likert" scale" 1D10" of" subjective"
evaluation" of" health)," ranking" (of" the" CES" themes)" and" preferences" (the" situational" question"
about" living" in" the" city" vs." living" on" the" farm)" proved" to" be" the"most" straightforward" in" data"
collection"and"could"offer"potential" in"interpretation"across"individuals."Narrowing"the"focus"to"
specific" material" services," such" as" food," could" act" as" a" starting" point" to" understand" their"
nonmaterial"valuation"of"CES."For"example,"the"other"food"crops"like"corn"and"traditional"plants"




This" study" comes"at" a" time"when" research" is" increasingly" interD" and" transdisciplinary." There" is"
practical"application"to"these" issues"and"urgent"need"to"understand"how"to"balance"tradeDoffs"
between"human"wellbeing" and" the" environment," at" the" same" time," look" for" areas" of"winDwin"
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solutions." Cash" commodities" like" coffee" have" a" niche" on" the" specialty" market," and" there" is"
increasing"desire"among"specialty"coffee"companies"to"incorporate"the"value"of"nature"into"their"

















Located#between# latitudes#17°09’#and#22°28’#North#and# longitudes#93°36’#and#98°39’#West,#Veracruz# is#an#eastern#
state# that#borders# the#Gulf#of#Mexico.#The#mostly#warm,#humid,#and# subRhumid#climate# is# ideal# for#many# types#of#
agricultural#production#(Gay#et#al.,#2006).#The#agricultural#land#in#Veracruz#is#primarily#dedicated#to#cyclical#crops#(47%#





















*The# specialized# shade# system# consists# of# a#monoculture#with# shade# trees#within# the# family# Leguminosae# (Genus:#

































































Figure# 5b.# The# main# economic# occupations# in# Veracruz,# for# men# and# women# combined,# based# on# the# Encuesta#
Nacional#de#Ocupación#and#Empleo#as#reported#in#the#fourth#quarter#2014#labour#report#of#the#Secretaría#del#Trabajo#
y#Previsión#Social#(STPS,#2015).#Of#the#formal#economic#sectors#reported#in#Veracruz#(2014),#Agriculture#and#Livestock#
are# the# second# predominant# sector,# only# marginally# preceded# by# Other# Services.# Even# though# the# average#
participation#rate#based#on#the#total#working#force# is#only#53.3%,#there# is#a#high#rate#(68.5%)#of# informal#economic#

























































































































material# and# subjective# attributes.# The# three# ecosystem# services# that# most# pertain# to# this# study# are# cultural,#
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Figure# 13.# Only# three# respondents# identified# tradition# as# the# first# reason# why# coffee# is# important,# seven# identified# the#
environment#(meaning,#adequate#climate).#The#most#common#qualitative#responses#were:#“el#café#da#para#comer#y#para#vivir”#
(Coffee#is#sustenance#and#life)#and#“del#café#vivimos”#(We#live#from#coffee).#The#specific#reasons#were#that#coffee#is#the#most#
viable# commercial# product# for# that#particular# environment;# it# is# the# crop#which# they# knew#how# to# grow;#has# an#established#
market# and# therefore# the# assurance# to# sell# it;# the# lack# of# economic# resources# to# be# able# to# switch# to# an# alternative# crop;#
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Figure# 19a:# Overlaps# between# Cultural# Services# (left# axis)# and# Provisioning# Services# (right# axis)# based# on# coding# count#
frequency.#As#the#column#heights# indicate,# there#are#the#most#overlaps# from#Cultural#Services# in#terms#of#human4health#and#
identity,# with# the# Provisioning# Service# food# (which# includes# crops,# livestock,# and# wild# food).# This# is# an# example# of# a# cross-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































University,# whose# contributions# I# gratefully# acknowledge# (Appendix).# The# baseline# of# the#
research# design# was# a# Cultural# Ecosystem# Services# (CES)# protocol# piloted# in# two# other# field#
locations# (Gould# et# al.,# 2014).# To# this# protocol# I# added# a# household# survey,# household# and#
equipment# inventory,# farm#tour#and#forest# inventory,#and#participant#observation.# I#also#faced#
real#practical#constraints#given#the#nature#of#the#Fulbright#grant#and#my#lack#of#prior#fieldwork#




The# choice# of# methodology# and# methods# was# informed# by# the# overarching# goal# to# gather# a#
comprehensive# understanding# of# quality# coffee# production# and# how# that# relates# to# quality# of#
life,#with#the#specific#research#aims:##
• To#understand# the# socioDeconomic#profile#of# farmers#who#produce#high#quality# coffee#
and#draw#comparisons#to#other#groups#of#farmers;#
• To# elicit# a# range# of# Cultural# Ecosystem# Services# (CES)# that# are# tailored# to# coffee#
production#and#defined#according#to#local#beliefs#and#values;#
!! 92#
• To# consider# dynamic# landscape# level# ecological# conditions# (e.g.,# agroDclimate,#
vegetation,#plant#species,#land#use)#that#could#affect#the#output#of#coffee#quality.#
These# research# questions# provided# a# blueprint# in# determining# what# data# to# collect:# [1]#





Each# requires# a# different# data# collection# technique# (method),# which# I# supported# through#
triangulation# (combination# of# methods).# This# paper# will# discuss# the# main# qualitative# and#
quantitative# methods# employed# for# data# collection# and# conclude# with# a# justification# for# the#
mixedDmethods# approach.# An# extended# discussion# of# the# case# study# and# sample# selection,#






I# developed# the# protocol# through# an# iterative# process# by# starting# with# a# preDestablished#
interview# protocol,# adapting# it# to# context,# and# adding# supplemental# quantitative# and#
agroecological#components.#The#basis#for#the#inDdepth#interview#was#a#CES#protocol#developed#
through# an# interDinstitutional# collaboration# between# researchers# at# Stanford# University#
(Stanford,#CA)#and#the#University#of#British#Columbia#(Vancouver,#BC),#which#employed#mixedD
methods#to#elucidate# linkages#between#ecosystems#and#human#wellbeing# (Gould#et#al.,#2014).#
Similar# to# this# study,#my#study#also# framed# the#discussion#around# the#activities,#management,#
and# values# associated# with# ecosystems# and# how# this# relates# back# to# tangible# and# intangible#
benefits#for#the#farmers.#However,#there#were#major#differences#in#the#nature#of#the#study#sites.#
In# British# Columbia# the#main# habitat# type#was# coastal# and#marine;# in#Hawaii,# a# forest;# and# in#
Veracruz,#a#combination#of#tropical#montane#cloud#forest#and#agricultural#production#systems.#





and# collaborators# in#Mexico# (Robert#Manson,#Gerardo#HernándezDMartínez)# to# determine# the#
appropriate# fit# and# viability# of# the# study.# The# household# survey# and# inDdepth# interview#were#





order# to# make# descriptive# inferences# rather# than# causal# explanations.# The# data# is# inherently#
subjective#with#the#understanding#that#social#science#is#“not#an#experimental#science#in#search#
of#laws#but#an#interpretive#science#in#search#of#meaning”#(Geertz,#1973:#5).#At#the#same#time,#it#
was# not# a# pure# ethnography# because# I# had# postulated# theoretical# connections.# I# sought# to#
answer#questions#of#“why”#some#farmers#produce#higher#quality#coffee#than#others,#along#with#
understand# the# “what”# in# terms# of# the# outcome# of# this# decision# to# their# wellbeing,# two#
questions#which#may#be#addressed#through#survey#or#case#study#research#(Yin,#2003).#I#selected#
the# sample# to# compare# groups# of# farmers# with# differences# in# the# quality# of# the# output,#
measured#by#the#QDstandard#for#the#coffee#cup#quality.1##
#
As# opposed# to# theoryDbyDevidence# corroboration# characteristic# of# randomised# assignments# or#
laboratory# control,# this# research# relies# on#multiple# sources# of# evidence# to# seek# explanation.# I#
worked#within#a#broad#yet#defined# set#of#explanatory# factors,# some#of#which#were# inherently#





“Qualitative# research# is# an# interdisciplinary,# transdisciplinary,# and# sometimes#


















tour,# mapping# exercise,# and# forest# inventory.# This# study# did# not# use# the# term# “Cultural#
Ecosystem#Services”#or#language#that#might#be#considered#overly#technical.#Instead,#it#used#local#
vernacular# both# specific# to# growing# and# producing# coffee# along# with# regionalisms# of# the# life#




or# living# room.#At# times# these# spaces#were# interrupted#by# the#normal# family# interactions# and#
activities.#I#did#not#try#to#stop#such#interruptions#but#rather#encouraged#them#to#help#make#the#
participants# feel#more# at# ease# and# foster# a#more# natural# home# environment.# At# times# family#
members#participated#in#the#discussion,#especially#with#recall#of#finances#(e.g.#coffee#revenues,#
household# expenses)# and# the# CES# discussion.# Sometimes# the# family# members# became# so#
involved# in# this# discussion# that# their# comments# were# recorded# as# part# of# the# interview#
transcription# (in# which# case# they# were# assigned# the# identifier# “Producer# 2”# to# indicate# a#














Part# I# of# the# survey# pertained# to# the# household# and# social# structure:# demographics,# food#
security,# labor,# household# expenditures,# technical# support# and# organization,# and# coffee#
certification.# Parts# II# and# III# of# the# survey# pertained# to# farm# information:# farm# profile,# coffee#
sales,#and#management#of#the#coffee#plantation#(see#Appendix,#survey).#I#asked#the#questions#in#
an#openDended#format#and#recorded#them#as#either#closeDended#responses#or#preserved#in#the#










technique#which# can# be# done#with# communities# (Cinderby# and# Forrester),# or# as# in# this# study,#
with#individuals#to#understand#how#people#think#about#spatial#components.#In#the#original#CES#
protocol,# participants#were#provided#with# a#map#of# a# specific# geographic# region# and#asked# to#
allocate#100#tokens#according#to#the#monetary#value#to#this#area#(Klain#et#al.,#2014).#In#my#study,#
the# spatial# areas# were# the# participants’# own# land# (mostly# privately# owned)# and# instead# of#

















the# map# as# if# those# coins# were# 100%# of# their# income.# I# recorded# responses# onto# the# map,#





The#goal#of# this#mapping#exercise#was# to#contrast#different# types#of#valuation#attached#to# the#
land,# including# the# coffee# plantation,# forest# edges,# and# other# agricultural# uses.# Satterfield#
defines# environmental# values# as# “the# direct# and# indirect# qualities# of# natural# systems# that# are#
important# to# the# evaluator,# including# ethical# expressions# of# value”# (2001:# 332).# According# to#
resource#economics,#this#valuation#is#considered#the#“existence#value”#or#why#farmers#value#the#
land# simply# for# existing# (Larson,# 1993).#When# it# comes# to# valuation#of# action#and#attitudes,# it#









The# interview# followed# a# semiDstructured# format# with# openDended# questions# to# enable#
participants#to#describe#in#their#own#language#why#coffee#growing#is#important#to#them#and#the#
cultural# benefits# associated# with# its# production.# This# qualitative# method# is# conducive# to#
ascertaining# the# beliefs,# attitudes,# and# values# that# would# have# been# otherwise# difficult# to#
understand#through#a#closeDended#survey#questionnaire:#
#
“Qualitative# interviewing# is# particularly# useful# as# a# research# method# for# accessing#






challenging# to# assess# the# gap# between# attitude# and# behavior# of# these# selfDreported# accounts#
(Silverman,#2006).##
#
Given# the# allDencompassing# nature# of# “culture”# (Keating,# 2008),# the# interview# was# semiD
structured# in# order# to# provide# a# way# of# comparing# across# individuals# and# ensure# consistent#
application#of#the#CES#categories.#The#categories#had#been#defined#through#a# literature#review#
and# piloted# at# distinct# sites# in# British# Colombia# and#Hawai’i# and# built# into# the# preDtested# CES#
protocol# (Gould# et# al.,# 2014).# I# further# refined# the# questions# by# translating# the# protocol# into#
Spanish,# making# the# terminology# appropriate# to# context,# and# further# refining# through# pilot#
studies# and# expert# consultation# [Box# 1].# The# revised# CES# protocol# comprised# of# the# following#
subDcategories# for# culture# that# were# asked# in# roughly# this# question# order# with# occasional#
deviation# to# ensure# a# better# flow# of# the# conversation:# human# health,# ecological# health,# the#
relationship# between# ecological# health# and# human# health,# environmental# management,#
sentimental# value,# spirituality/religion/faith,# artistic# expression/creativity,# learning/ancestral#






an# exercise# on# constructed# preferences# (for# further# discussion# see# Lichtenstein# and# Slovic,#
2006).# The# themes# were# summarized# into# nine# broad# categories:# family,# health,# tradition,#
spirituality,#learning,#community,#creativity,#sentimental#value,#and#coDexistence#(convivencia#in#
Spanish)#and#written#onto#cards.#I#read#out#loud#the#cards#and#asked#whether#any#of#the#themes#







of# Bayesian# Rational# Choice# Theory# (Chwaszcza,# 2008),# which#may# not# hold# true.# The# first# is#
completeness,# i.e.# that# the# set#of#9# themes#may#not# fully# represent#all# the#possible# intangible#
benefits.# The# second# is# transitivity,# i.e.# that# if# a# farmer# ranks# “Family”# over# “Health”# and#
“Health”#over#“Spirituality,”# then# the# farmer#prefers#“Family”#over#“Spirituality.”#Furthermore,#
there# is# not# a# common# understanding# of# these# themes,# for# example# “Creativity”# is# better#
understood# in# a# Western# context,# whereas# “CoDexistence,”# to# match# the# coffee# production#
context.#Another# caveat# is# that# the# ranking#may#not#have#been#a#completely# rational#process,#






To#close#the# interview,# I#asked#openDended#questions#pertaining#to#overall# life#satisfaction#and#
quality# of# life.# These# questions# were# worded# as:# “What# is# quality# of# life?/What# makes# you#















list#of# common#names#of# the#shade# trees#and#plants#commonly# found# in# the#Central#Veracruz#
region# (LópezDGómez# et# al.,# 2007;# López#Morgado# and# Salazar#García,# 2011b;# López#Morgado#
and#Salazar#García,#2011a)#and#read#out#loud#the#names#one#at#a#time.#If#the#participant#knew#of#
such#tree#or#plant#on#the#coffee#plantation,#he/she#reported#the#approximate#quantity.#We#did#
not# include#quantities#for#medicinal#plants#or#shrubs.# I#checked#by#asking#whether#this# list#was#




In# addition# to# the# formal# interview# protocol,# I# was# deeply# engaged# in# informal# conversations#
with#the#participant#and#other#members#of#the#household#with#an#ethnographic#mindset#to#“see#
through# the# eyes# of# one’s# subjects”# (Bryman,# 1984)# and# take# a# learner’s# approach# of#
“encountering# a# world# firsthand”# (Silverman,# 2006:# 66).# This# is# an# approach# applied# in#
ethnographies# (Crang#and#Cook,#2007;# Emerson#et# al.,# 2011),#development# studies# (Desai# and#
Potter,# 2006),# and# participatory# research# (Cooke# and# Kothari,# 2001).# Distinct# from# true#
ethnographic# research,#which# requires# rigorous#methods# in# the#writing#up#and#analysis#of# the#




study# the# social# world# without# being# part# of# it.# From# this# point# of# view,# participant#




This# ‘mode# of# being’# can# be# a# useful# tool# to# gather# rich,# textured# information# that# inform# a#
better# understanding# of# the# context# and# processes# (Silverman,# 2006).# It# allows# for# a# greater#
understanding#of#the#interD#and#intraDfamily#social#relations,#and#elaboration#of# life#histories#of#
participants# and# their# families.# At# the# same# time,# it# opens# some# methodological# issues#
characteristic# of# ethnographic# fieldwork,# namely:# defining# the# identity# of# the# researcher,#
combining#looking#with#listening,#and#deciding#which#observations#to#record#(Silverman,#2006).#I#
am#conscious#that#my#own#identity#impacted#the#spoken#responses#and#unspoken#interactions;#
and# that#my# recognizable# characteristics# as# a# female,# young,# and#nonDnative# could#have#been#
interpreted#differently#by#different#participants.# In#most# instances,# I# took#a#more# interpretivist#
approach#by#immersing#myself#in#the#context#of#the#participant#(della#Porta#and#Keating,#2008)#
by#living#with#the#families,#sharing#meals,#and#on#one#occasion#helping#with#the#coffee#harvest.#I#
recorded# brief# accounts# of# my# observations# of# the# family# dynamics,# the# general# flow# of# the#
interview,#and#occasionally#my#own#personal#reflections#following#the#conversations,#but#not#in#
a#formal#ethnographic#format.#Ethnographic#field#notes#can#also#be#challenging#to#interpret#and#
require# a# rigorous# coding# form# (Silverman,# 2006;# Keating,# 2008;# Emerson# et# al.,# 2011).# For#





valuation# techniques.# The# primary# forms# of# economic# valuation# are# the# costDbenefit# analysis#
(CBA)#and#continent#valuation#either#as#willingnessDtoDpay#(WTP)#or#willingnessDtoDaccept#(WTA)#
(Satterfield,# 2001:# 332).# However,# research# shows# that# valuation# is# not# always# a#
rational/cognitive# decision# but# also# an# emotional/intuitive# choice# (Kahneman,# 2011).#
Furthermore# it#would#have#been#difficult# to#base# the# analysis# on#economic# information# alone#
given# the#variability#of# time# frame;# reliability#of# recallDbased# information;#nonDmarket#aspects;#
and#array#coffee#production#systems.###
#
An# alternative# to# the# CES# protocol#would# have# been# a# purely# ethnographic# approach# to# truly#
understand# culture# as# purely# “locally# defined”# with# no# preDestablished# framework.# The#














the#direction#of# the# collection#and#analysis#of#data#and# the#mixture#of#qualitative#and#
quantitative# approaches# in# many# phases# of# the# research# process.# As# a# method,# it#
focuses#on#collecting,#analyzing,#and#mixing#both#quantitative#data# in#a#single#study#or#
series# of# studies.# Its# central# premise# is# that# the# use# of# quantitative# and# qualitative#
approaches# in# combination#provide#a#better#understanding#of# research#problems# than#
either#approach#alone”#(Creswell#and#Clark,#2007:#5).#
#
The#most# common#mixed#methods#approach# is# combining#questionnaire# survey#with# inDdepth#
qualitative#interviews.#Each#choice#of#methods#has#pros#and#cons#and#it# is#possible#to#combine#
methods# in# a# process# of# “crossDfertilization”# (della# Porta# and# Keating,# 2008:# 10).# Combining#
qualitative# methods# with# quantitative# can# help# understand# the# ambiguities,# context# of# the#
quantitative#data#(Silverman,#2006),#understand#patterns#of#behavior,#and#add#new#meanings#to#




Mixed#methods# were# appropriate# given# the# topics# of# interest.# For# studying# value,# I# chose# to#
move# beyond# the#monetary# valuation# in# light# of# criticism# to# the# assumptions# that# “monetary#
expressions# (a)# reflect# that# which# is# held# dear,# worthy# of# protection# and# ethically# or# socially#




this# triangulation# of# data# and#methods# (Ross,# 1997;# della# Porta# and# Keating,# 2008).#However,#
one# limitation#of#this# triangulation# is# that# the#underlying#assumptions#and#methodologies#may#
be# incompatible# (della# Porta# and# Keating,# 2008).# Though# mixedDmethods# research# is# gaining#
acceptance# within# the# social# sciences# as# a# legitimate# form# of# research# (Denzin# and# Lincoln,#








2013).# I# consulting# faculty# across# fields# (anthropology,# biology,# economics,# education,# ethics,#











organizations# presented# some# compromise,# specifically#when#weighing# the# tradeDoff# between#





on# the# ground# initiatives# with# coffee# farmers.# # These# factors# combined# led# to# a# multiD
disciplinary,#mixedDmethods#approach.#
#
To#better#understand# technical#and#agronomic#aspects#of# coffee#production,# I# enrolled# in#a#3D
month# training# (October# 2013# to# December# 2013,# over# the# weekends)# targeted# for# coffee#
farmers# on# topics# of# agroecology,# ecoDtechnologies,# seeding# and# plant# production,# coffee#
species,#pruning,#pest#and#disease#management,#and#shade#cover#and#diversification.#During#this#






I# piloted# the# survey# and# inDdepth# interview# first# separately# then# in# combination.# Initially# the#
survey# attempted# to# calculate# a# costDbenefit# analysis,# per# CAFECOL’s# request.# I# interviewed# 3#
coffee#farmers#in#the#region#of#Chocaman#(Central#Veracruz).#Each#pilot#lasted#roughly#2#hours.#I#
asked#minimal#social#and#demographic#information#and#focused#instead#on#the#economic#data.#
However,# this# purely# economic# costDbenefit# analysis# led# to# concerns# surrounding:# (1)# the#




Additionally,# this# type# of# survey# did# not# seem# conducive# to# a# meaningful# dialogue# with# the#
participants.#I#adapted#the#protocol#by#removing#questions#about#most#farm#expenses#(with#the#









themes.# Then,# I# consulted# CAFECOL# and# the# regional# leaders# of# coffee# organizations# to# see# if#
they# thought# the# questions#were# culturally# appropriate# and# could# be# understood# in# layman’s#
terms.# I# then# tested# this# protocol# with# two# coffee# farmers# to# make# the# questions# more#
conversation#in#tone#and#easy#to#understand.#Finally,#I#went#back#to#the#original#CES#protocol#to#
revisit# the# original# themes# and# make# necessary# adjustments.# I# conducted# all# pilot# studies# in#














































































































































There$were$ two$ forms$of$pilot$ analysis.$ First,$were$pilot$ studies$of$ the$household$ survey$with$
emphasis$on$costHbenefit$analysis$per$CAFECOL’s$request.$I$ interviewed$3$coffee$farmers$in$the$
region$ of$ Chocaman$ (Central$ Veracruz).$ Each$ pilot$ lasted$ roughly$ 2$ hours.$ I$ asked$ minimal$
background$ information$and$ focused$ instead$on$the$economic$data.$Despite$ the$ intense$ focus$
on$economic$data,$questions$ remained$about$ (1)$ the$accuracy$of$ the$data$based$on$ recall,$ (2)$
the$ possibility$ of$ unreported$ information$ due$ to$ timeframe$ differences$ between$ annual,$
seasonal,$ and$ investment$ expenses,$ and$ (3)$ the$ bias$ of$ the$ data$ based$ on$ my$ positionality.$
Additionally,$ this$ type$ of$ survey$ did$ not$ seem$ conducive$ to$ a$meaningful$ dialogue$ that$ could$
leave$ both$ the$ participant$ and$ the$ interviewer$ satisfied$ with$ the$ exchange.$ I$ adapted$ the$




discussion$ with$ farmers$ in$ Chocoman$ in$ which$ I$ asked$ two$ questions:$ “What$ is$ quality$ of$
coffee?”$and$“What$is$quality$of$life?”$to$elicit$a$list$of$responses.$ I$translated$the$CES$protocol$
through$a$multiHphase$process:$ first,$a$verbatim$translation$ in$order$ to$capture$the$essence$of$
the$original$CES$and$ its$ themes.$Then,$ I$ consulted$CAFECOL$and$ the$ regional$ leaders$of$coffee$
organizations$ to$ see$ if$ they$ thought$ the$ questions$ were$ culturally$ appropriate$ and$ could$ be$
understood$in$layman’s$terms.$I$then$piloted$this$protocol$with$two$coffee$farmers$to$make$the$
questions$ more$ conversation$ in$ tone$ and$ easily$ understood$ by$ coffee$ farmers.$ These$ pilot$









the$ project$ directly$ through$ an$ introduction$ from$ CAFECOL,$ a$ local$ contact,$ or$ presentation$
during$a$group$meeting.$ $ I$explained$that$participation$was$entirely$voluntary$and$participants$
had$ the$option$ to$consult$ their$ family$members$before$agreeing$ to$participate.$After$ensuring$
this$ initial$ consent,$and$prior$ to$beginning$ the$study,$ I$ asked$ formal$oral$ consent$according$ to$
script$in$which$I$introduced$the$study$as$having$the$goal:$“to$understand$the$aspects$of$growing$












Characteristic( ( ( Interview(sample( ( $
Number$of$respondents$$ 40$individuals$ $
Gender$$ $ $ 38$men;$2$women$
Age$ $ $ $ 27$to$75$(mean=54)$years$
Time$as$a$coffee$farmer$$ 3$recent$(<10$years)$
$ $ $ $ 14$medium$(<35$years,$the$mean)$
$ $ $ $ 23$longMterm$(>=35$years)$
Age$began$farming$ $ 7M40$(median=15,$mean=17)$yrs$








Region$ $ $ $ 18$Coatepec,$10$Huatusco,$12$Zongolica$
Rural$vs.$urban$ $ $ 22$rural,$18$urban1$
Organization$ $ $ 34$belong$to$a$coffee$organization$$
$
Table(E.(Characteristics(of(Households(



















Land$tenure$ $ $ 7$ejido$(communal),$32$private,$1$rented$
Plots$of$land$ $ $ 1M8$(median=2,$mean=2.3)$plots$of$land$




Total$land$area$ $ $ 0.25M25$(median=3.75,$mean=5.90)$hectares$
Altitude$ $ $ 835M11,180$(median=1228,$mean=1443)$meters$above$sea$level$

















Kilos$per$plant$ $ $ 1.75M12$(median=4.5,$mean=4.92)$kilos$of$cherry$per$plant$
Soil$ Conservation:$20$practice$live$corridors$(barreras&vivas),$24$have$




Inputs$ Fertilizer:$ 29$ fertilize$ regularly$ (at$ least$ 1x/year).$ 1$ purchases$
organic$ fertilizer;$ 35$make$ their$ own$ organic$ fertilizer;$ 37$ also$
use$ purchased$ chemical$ fertilizer.$ 4$ apply$ crop$ spray$
(fumigación).$4$apply$weedMkiller$(herbicidas).$$
ReMsowing$ 19$buy$plants$to$reMsow;$27$grow$their$own$plants$to$reMsow.$$













Farming$ households$ ranged$ in$ structure$ from$ a$ single$ person$ household$ to$ more$ complex$
structures$of$multiple$generations$living$together.$Most$of$the$household$had$between$3$and$6$
people$ (min=1,$ 1st$Q=3,$median=4,$mean=4.825,$ 3rd$Q=6,$Max=13)$with$ a$ range$ from$1$ to$ 13$
people.$ These$ usually$ included$ the$ farmer,$ his/her$ partner,$ children,$ and$ sometimes$ other$
family$members$like$parents,$an$aunt$or$uncle,$or$grandchildren.$Sometimes$the$adult$children$
lived$ in$ an$ adjacent$ house$ so$ the$ household$ as$ a$ spatial$ unit$ could$ include$ more$ than$ one$
physical$ building.$ The$ adult$ children$would$move$out$ usually$when$ they$ had$ children$of$ their$



















one$ hand$ there$ are$ more$ paved$ roads,$ but$ also$ more$ cutting$ of$ trees$ and$
deforestation…So$ I$ would$ hope$ that$my$ daughter$ has$ better$ opportunities,$ but$ if$ we$
don’t$ change$ something$ here$ like$ planting$ more$ trees,$ contaminating$ less,$ or$ using$




which$ the$ wife’s$ salary$ as$ a$ schoolteacher$ paid$ the$ city$ expenses,$ including$ their$ daughter’s$
education,$ and$ the$ farmer’s$ income$ from$ selling$ coffee$ paid$ the$ farm$ expenses$ and$
maintenance$of$the$ranch$household.$$
$




3$Spanish$ version:$ “Como$ te$ digo$ la$ civilización$ y$ la$ tecnología$ nos$ beneficia,$ pero$ también$ nos$ perjudica,$ porque,$
porque$ al$menos$ todos$ los$ caminos$ pavimentados$ o$ concreto,$más$ tumbar$ árboles,$ ir$ talando,$ ir$ deforestando$ la$
vegetación…Quisiéramos$decir$ si$ pueden$ tener$mejores$oportunidades$pero$ como$a$ la$ situación$por$ejemplo$ si$ no$
tratamos$de$ver$algo$aquí$ sembrar$más$árboles,$no$contaminar,$no$ tirar$químicos,$quizás$no$haber$más$ tecnología$
pero$menos$oportunidades.”$
 112$





Family:$ The$ questions$ I$ asked$ related$ to$ family$ focused$ on$ the$ intergenerational$ history$ and$
degree$of$family$integration.$With$respect$to$intergenerational$values,$there$is$a$history$of$over$
200$years$of$coffee$growing$in$these$regions.$Of$the$40$coffee$farmers$interviewed,$there$was$a$
median$ of$ three$ generations$ of$ coffee$ farmers$ (i.e.$ the$ interviewee,$ father,$ and$ grandfather$
were$all$coffee$ farmers).$Maintaining$this$ family$heritage$was$reported$as$an$on$going$activity$











































The$ average$ generations$ of$ coffee$ farmers$ were$ three$ generations$ (mean=3.175,$ median=3,$




up$ the$majority$ of$ farmers$ (35$ of$ respondents,$ or$ 87.5%$born$ in$ the$ same$ region).$ However,$
nine$ farmers$ in$ total$ had$ reported$ at$ some$point:$ six$ of$whom$had$migrated$ to$ the$USA$ and$




of$ time$abroad,$or$ the$motivations.$ Thus,$ it$ is$ hard$ to$draw$conclusions$when$ these$numbers$
and$percentages$are$out$of$context.$$
$









Institutions& and& level& of& social& organisation.& There$ is$ no$ single$ pattern$ of$ representation$ of$
coffee$farmers$by$a$local$organisation,$although$the$majority$of$farmers$(34$individuals$or$85%)$
reported$ belonging$ to$ some$ form$ of$ coffee$ organisation.$ Of$ the$ different$ types$ of$ possible$
organisations,$ the$ most$ common$ was$ that$ of$ production$ (SS,$ SPR,$ ARIC).5$There$ was$ general$
distrust$of$ external$ support$organisations$and$ local$ commissions,$ as$ these$entities$were$often$
criticised$ for$misappropriating$ resources.$ The$exception$was$CAFECOL,$ a$Civil$Association,$ and$
farmers$ generally$ had$ positive$ remarks$ about$ their$ experiences$with$ CAFECOL.$ However,$ this$













However,$ there$ was$ overall$ minimal$ exchange$ of$ experience$ or$ information$ among$ farmers.$
Those$ living$ in$ more$ urban$ areas$ also$ reported$ emerging$ sentiments$ of$ distrust$ in$ the$ local$




was$ generally$ low$and$most$ respondents$ (75%)$had$ somewhere$between$ incomplete$primary$
school$ (ages$ 6M11)$ and$ incomplete$ junior$ high$ school$ level$ (ages$ 12M14).$ This$ is$ slightly$ lower$
than$the$state$average$of$7.7$average$years$of$formal$education,$ i.e.$completion$of$the$second$
year$ of$ junior$ high$ school$ (INEGI,$ 2010).$ $ The$majority$ (37)$ had$ at$ least$ a$ basic$ reading$ and$
writing$ ability$ (on$ a$ stateMlevel,$ 11%$ of$ Veracruz$ is$ illiterate)$ (INEGI,$ 2010).$Outside$ of$ formal$











                                                
6$Appendix$D,$Question$#33.$$
37#













































































diversified$ selling$ strategies$ and$ takes$ advantage$ of$ all$ channels$ of$ sale$ (i.e.$ cherry,$ pergamino,$ ground,$ and$
CAFECOL).$Groups$B$and$C$are$very$similar$in$terms$of$their$channels$of$sale.$$
$
In$ summary,( there$ are$ two$mechanisms$ for$ increasing$profit$ in$ terms$of$ price$per$ kilo:$ (1)$ to$
diversify$ the$ channels$ of$ sale$ and$ (2)$ to$ sell$ the$ coffee$ in$ the$ highest$ level$ of$ processing$ (i.e.$
ground).$ Selling$ to$ CAFECOL$ has$ the$ highest$ maximum$ potential$ for$ revenue$ per$ kilo.$ On$






















































































































total$ expenses$ (household$ expenditures)$ and$ household$ inventory$ (possibly$ a$ measure$ of$
wealth).$
                                                
9$When$choosing$the$number$of$components,$there$is$some$debate,$and$the$most$common$procedures$are$to$retain$
enough$ components$ to$ explain$ somewhere$ between$ 70%$ and$ 90%$ of$ the$ total$ variance$ of$ the$ original$ variables$
(Everitt$and$Hothorn,$2011:$71).$
